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CHAPTER 1 
llfflODUCTIOll 
Ha• the fi&ht aaainat beef cattle dvarfin proareHed? Are 
aethoda nov available whereby the breeder can enjoy a "dvarf-free" 
production progr-7 flleae que ■tion■ are exaaplea of tho■e frequently 
encountered by the aniaal huabandry acienti ■ t vho 1• enaaaed in the 
ever arowina battle aaainat thi• probl• . Although increaaecl nlahera 
of inquirie• are coaforting in one aen■ e they are not unc~n when a 
•ituation reache■ the aaanitude nov aa■iped to dlfarfin. It ia 
throuah reference to th•, hovever, that a portion of the expanclina 
concern over thi ■ probl• can be pictured and the expre■•ed deaire for 
e■tabli ■hed facta ahould be looked upon with favor. While the above 
type of enthuaian at•• fro. varioua ■ourcea additional and aore ape-
cific intereata can be illuatrated by noting the enlarged effort• of 
aany univeraitie■ and independent reaearch finaa, and the in:reaaed 
willingne•• of aany breeder• to aupply aniaal ■ for experi■ental pur-
poaea . 
Thi ■ ■oma,hat recent acceleration of dvarfi• re_aearch ia obvi-
ously not without reaaon. Although aany factora continue to be 
involved, tvo which ■eri t notation at tbi • ti■e are the econoaic lo■aea 
conaiatently endured by the producer and the encouragiq advance• which 
have been ■ade within the paat aontha. 
In a atudy of the aajor beef cattle breed• it vaa found that 
aore than one type of dwarf individual waa in exiatence. A• a re■ult 
,-----------------------------
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the terms dwarf and dwarfiem take on a somewhat abstract defin.ition andi 
should be qualified as to ■ean.ing. In order to eliminate classes of 
leaser importance and deal ditectly vith that group vh.icb is of great-
est economi c concern t the present time, the foregoing terms vill be 
used almost entirely in connection_ with dwarfs of the "snorter" type. 
This animal's appearance has been described many times , but some gen-
eral characteristics which are frequently observed include difficult y 
in breathing, abnormal development of the skull, unusually short legs, 
n undershot j v, a shaky walk and tendency to be rather paunchy, 
Some of the trait re present at birth while oth r1 develop as the 
dwarf becomes older. 
To further explain some of the funduiental factors concern.log 
dwarf ism a brief description of how the condition is transmitted might 
be helpful. Rather conclusive data are now available to show that this 
abnormality is inherited and i1 the re1ult of a simple recessive gene. 
Genes occur in pairs in the body cell1, but in the reproductive cell• 
only one member of each pair is present. Of each gene pair, the 
individual receives one gene from its sire and one from it dam. Since 
only two different genes are involved here the inheritance of dwarfism 
is relatively simple. One gene "D" is for normal size while the other 
gene "d" is for dwarfism. Gene "D" is cal led dominant gene because all 
cattle carrying it are normal in appearance . In a si ilar nner gene 
"d" is called recessive gene because it vill not express itself when 
the "D" gene is pre1ent. With this in mind it becomes apparent that 
three genetically different individuals are pos1ible withi n a breed. 
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The "clean" a•bere are homozygous doainant and have a genetic makeup 
of "DD". 'nleee animals, which appear non.al, can pass only the "D" 
gene and therefore cannot produce a dwarf calf. "Carrier" aniaah also ' 
appear nonul, but are heteroayaoue and have the 1enetic co.position 
of "Dd". These individuals are cap-able of producing a dvarf and upon 
doing so are teraed "ltnovn carriers". The hoaozy1oue recee•ive aniaale 
are symbolized by the 1enotype "dd" and are dwarfs. Since aoet of the 
work in this study vae centered around these three classifications, 
reference to th• will be found throughout the text of the discussion. 
Until recent aonthe the breeding test vae considered the aoat 
satisfactory method for deteraining whether or not a non.al appearing 
animal vae a carrier of the dwarf gene. Thi• test required at least 
one year to check a bull after he reached sexual aaturity and vae 
initiated by aating hi■ to thirteen "knovn carrier" cows. If no dvarf 
calves were produced from these crosses the chances vere 95 out of 100 
that he vae a "clean" aniaal. In cows, however, it vae alaoet iapoe-
sible to reach this level of probability because of t he larae nuaber of 
matings required. Although employed successfull y in some cases, the 
obvious disadvantages of this test liaited i ts use and thereby prevente 
it from significantl y effecting the nuaber of dwarfs found in many 
herds. St il l, the realization that dvarfi• vae of aa j or conce.rn to 
ny producers etiaulated and encour@ged various nev approaches to the 
probl• . Among the most successful of these vae the recent study con-
ducted with blood . In that research stressed representatives fr011 the 
three different genotypes showed •t~tietically significant variation• 
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in their leukocyte count• at one and tvo houri after the adaini1tration 
of the 1tre11. 
Upon obaervation and analy1i1 of the preceding data a queetion 
arose a1 to whether variation• might alao be ob1erved in the other 
aajor blood cell group, the erythrocyte,. The ■ethod cho1en to deter-
mine thi1 was erythrocyte reliatance and the reaultin& inve1tigation 
va1 conducted with tvo primary thought• in mind. Fir1t, vould the red 
blood cells of "clean", "carrier" and "dwarf" individual• bec011e aore 
fragile when the ani■ala were put under 1tre11, and vaa there a eigni-
ficant variation in re1i1tance ahown by the three different genotype•? 
Several different types of pituitary, adrenal and pancreatic horaone• 
were ad■iniatered in noQphyaiological doaea to induce 1tre11 or coadi-
tions similar to those found in ani■ala under 1tre11 . The re1ult1 
were analyzed by examining red blood cell reli1tance to heaolyai1 in a 
hypotonic saline solution . 
The trial• were conducted aainly on feaale Hereford cattle dur-
ing the varioua seaaons of 1956 and 1957 . Soae data are alao pre1ent 
on members of the Aberdeen An.gua breed, however, a con•iderably aaaller 
n1.1111ber of these i ndividuals were used . 
Primaril y this study was not intended to develop into another 
diagnostic teat for dwarfism, but mainly to suppleaent present data 
and to contribute additional inforaation which might be of aid to 
future research along this line. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEV OF LITERATURE 
Extensive hematological studies have been carried out which 
illustrate various aspects of the blood picture in cattle. Some of 
these have been instrumental in the development of certain concept• at 
the Hiasouri laboratoriea . However, the author has no knowledge of 
previous investigations of genotypic differences in erthrocyte reaiat• 
ance to hemolysis. 
EARLIER STUDIES OF BOVINl ™A.RPISH 
According to Selipan (1904) the first official record of dwarf- 1 
ism in cattle was made in 1860, but Craft and Orr (1924) were the firat l 
to describe a dwarf in the United State. Later Lush (1930) reported 
on a herd of duck-legged cattle i n Texas . 
Further observations have aided in ubstant iating the be lief 
that several different types of dwar fism y be i n existence; each 
possessing its own characteristics and mode of inheritance. According 
to Gregory (1956) there are at least six different variation• in the 
condition . Although breed is not the exclu~ive factor in detenaining 
the type of individual produced, it does se t o exert some influence. 
Roubicek, Clark and Pahnish (1955) 11tated that some ki nd of dwarf had 
been reported in all of the major breeds. 
Among the several different kinds of dwarfs the short headed or 
snorter type seems to show up moat frequently and therefore appear• to 
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be responsible for a great deal of the trouble. It is now generally 
accepted that this kind of dwarfism is the result of a single pair of 
autosomal recessive genes. The problem that confronts the scientist 
and the practical animal breeder centers around the inability to dig-
nose the dwarf gene in a carrier animal nd to confirm beyond any doubt 
the absence of such a "dirty" gene in a normal individual . 
Due to the frequent occurrence of death soon after birth the 
condition might possibly be considered sub-lethal. Johnson.!! al. 
(1950) described a type of dwarfism which could be classed as latent 
lethal, that is, the nimals seldom reached the age of reproduction. 
'nle presence of this condition was originally noted in one her d of 
purebred Hereford cattl, but later reports proved that it was occur-
r i ng in numerous other herds of the same kind. A study of t he factors 
indicated that th s dw rfism was being tr nsmitted a a monofactori l, 
autosomal recessiv characteristic, and that known c rriers of the 
gene were rather intermediate in type. 
In a different and somewhat more specific pproach, Carroll 
et al. (1951) found dwarf pituitaries to be active only at subnormal 
rates in the ecretation of thyrot ropic hormone. These investig tors 
then suggested that this condi ti.on might account fo r the dwar f1 
observed. Johnson_!! al. (1950), however, did not find this situation I 
Marlowe and I 
Chambers (1954) also disagreed with the work reported by Carroll ~ al. 
to be present when they carried out a similar study. 
(1951) and they found no significant differences in the thyrotropic 
hormone potency of ctwarf .nd normal calf pituitaries. In a recent 
investigation by Crenshaw!! al. (1957) beef cattle dwarfiam vaa 
explored with the idea that it aight be due, in part, to a dyafunc-
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tion of the pituitary-thyroid gland axis. They concluded that the con- I 
dition vaa not a result of any abnonu~ relationship betve n these tvo 
endocrine glands. 
Gregory!! al. (1953) auggeated that dvarfin in beef cattle 
and cretinism in h\aan infants were identical due to the predoainantly 
bulging frontal bones noticed in both of these abnonul conditions. It 
vaa also mentioned that a measurable, but leaa pronounced e.x:preasion 
of thia defect vaa present in carriers. 
A gTeat variety of techniques have been .-ployed in an effort to 1 
detect the carrier or heterozygous animal. One of the oldest of these 
is progeny testing, however, this method haa decreased in popularity 
due to its many limitations. 
During more recent years the investigat ions have been focused 
toward establishing a quicker and simpler mean• for detecting the 
carrier animals. Gregory et al. (1952, 1953) in their anatoaical I 
studies indicated three valuable points for diagnosing the heterozygous 
individual. These were the parietal junction, the region of the aidfor 
head and the nasal frontal j unction. As a result of the work done by 
Gregory!! al. (1952, 1953) an instrument called the "profilcaeter" vaa 
developed . It was designed to aid in the detection of carriers of the 
dwarf gene, and vaa to be used on clean, carrier and dwarf aniaala . 
Tyler, Julian and Gregory (1956) conducted tvo types of atudiea 
in an attempt to determine the nature and location of the process 
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reaponaible for the ahort-headed dwarf. In a c0111pariaon of the akulla I 
of dwarf and normal cattle they found that the aphenooccipital ayncbon- 1 
droaia of the dwarf cloaed within a week after birth, while that of 
the normal animal did not cloae until twenty-aix montha of age. In 
addition to this aoaae other irregularitiea were obaerved and the c\m\1• 
lative knowledge poaaibly explain• the 5bnormal akull atructure en-
countered in this kind of dwarfism. 
In another aapect of their work, Julian, Tyler and CTegory 
(1956) recorded ■eaaur•enta of the appendicular akeleton of dwarf and 
normal animala. Proportional difference• between the two genotype• 
were obaerved. Of the di ff rencea, one of the ao t outstanding vaa in 
the metacarpal bone of yoµng dvarfa, vhich vaa reduced in diaphyeeal 
length. They concluded that a mild form of hypoplaatic acbrondroplaaia j 
vaa preaent, and that it vaa reaponaible for the anorter type individ-
ual . Emaeraon and Hazel (1956) ahoved that the radiographic technique 
might be a promiaing method for carrier detection, with x-ray interpre-
tation as a limiting factor. !laploying this technique Bovard, Hazel 
and Eaneraon (1956) atudied the differences in the spin.al column of 
dvarf and normal appearing calvea . Variation between the group• vas 
obtained, but limited progeny teating i lluatrated that some vertebrgl 
classifications did not agree vith the genotypes of the aniaals . 
Buchanan et al. (1956) also carried out an inveatigation vhich shoved 
that the dwarf gene effected various skeletal changea, primarily in the 
vertebl"ae and akull . 
The ao cal led "chemical ,. teat a for dvarfiaa have been rather 
successful and certainly more promising than lftOat other methods when 
considering the probability of distinguishing the carrier individual 
from other genotypes. In some initial studies Heidenreicla, Lasley and 
Coaafort (1955) pointed out a difference in the ability of dvarfa and 
normal appearing aniaala to regain their nor.al blood sugar following 
stress . Foley, Mauey and Lasley (1956) then demonstrated that after 
insulin injection, dwarf beef cattle had a more rapid and acute drop 
in blood sugar level and required a longer time to return to normal 
than did the clean individuals . Thia group further illustrated that 
clean, carrier and dwarf aniaala had aigni ficantly different white 
blood cell counts at one and tvo hours after insulin induced atreaa . 
These differences w&re thought to be associated vith aoae type of 
adrenal cortical insufficiency. 
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Crenah.av et al. (1951) atated that dvarfisa in bed cattle shov-
ed symptoms of hypothyroidi•, but was not due to a dysfunct on of the 
1 
pituitary-thyroid gland a.xis. 
In spite of considerable efforts to eliminate or at lust reduce 
the frequenc y of the dwarf gene, this physiological phenomenon has 
become rather common in registered herds of the aa j or beef breeds, and 
a aoticeable increase in its frequency h•s also been observed b com-
ercial producers . 
S()i(.E CHARACTEIUSTICS OF THE ERmlROCYTE 
The red blood cell has long served aa a favorite subject for 
the study of cellular physiology and as an index of pathological 
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changes within the organism. It has also been t he it of priae inter-
eat in various other types of investigations and 111&ny h_..tologiata 
ve diacuaaed its characteristics in great detail . 
General Appearance. Mamalian red cells are nonnucleated and 
are believed to exist normally in the blood atre• aa biconcave diaca. 
Generally they make up about 45 per cent of the blood by volume and 
are responsible for the opacity of the fluid . 
Structure. Dukes (1955) stated that the alinute structure of the 
red cell vaa still unsettled . He believed that erythrocytes conalated 
of some type of elastic or spongelike atroaa containing hmoglobin, 
and that they vere surrounded by aoaae type of cellular aabrane . Beat 
and Taylor (1955) reported that the red cell vaa bounded by a aabrane 
made of protein in association with lipid and steroid uteriala, chief-
ly lecithin anc.4. cholesterol. They also mentioned that this ■abrane 
had not been demonstrated hi atologicall y, but t hat i ndirect evidence 
indicated i ta presence and that it consist d of an Outer and inne.r 
layer . 
In regard to the body of the cell, these authors stated that it 
vaa constructed of a spongelike atroaa aMde of the same or similar 
materials probabl y in the for■ of a gel . They also felt that n the 
meshes of the atroma, or more l ikely actually bound up in the atroaa 
substance itself, the resp i ratory pipent hemoglobin vaa held . An 
important fact in the support of this theory vaa that ■echaltlcal divi-
sion of the cell, even into the finest particles, failed to liberate 
the hemoglobin. 
Size. According to Havk, Oaer and SU111111eraon (1954) cuaaalian 
erythrocyte• vary in aize from apecie• to apeciea, rangina from tvo 
micron• to about nine micron• in di-eter . Fraaer (1930) u1ing a 
micrometer eyepiece , recorded an average of 5 .0 taicron1 vith a c011a0n 
range from 4 .0 to 6 . 0 and an e.xtr• r ange of 3 . 6 t o 9 . 6 ■icrona . 
Blount (1939) a.ployed cove alip t echnique to eaae corpuacular 
ahrinkage and recorded an average di•eter of 6 . 5 ■icrona vitb a c011a0n 
range from 5 . 0 to 7.0 and a extreme range of 4 . 0 to 8 . 0 ■icrona in 
di•eter . Canham (1930) reported t ha t cells of 6 . 0 aicrona vere fre-
quently 1een and that cell• of 7. 0 aicron• vere preaent . Wintrobe 
(1951) quotea 1Cu1hner for the range of 5 . 0 to 5,9 micron• in di-eter, 
but this included calve, vhich had a ... 11er eel ai&e . Holaan (1955) 
then 1tated that an average di•eter of about 5. 7 micron• vould be 
applicable to moat individual• provided that they bad a nor.al erythro- I 
cyte count of about 6 million celh per cubic mill i meter . Duk u (1955) I 
vaa in cloae agreement vith thi s fi gure and placed the mean di•eter at 
5 . 6 lllicrona . 
Anothe va in vhi ch erythrocyt e 1i ze may be eati■a t ed i• that 
of corpuacular vol1me . Thia meaaureaent , as the name might auggeat, 
is simply a determination of the vol._.e of the cell . ince i • 
obtained by uaing more than one measurement it may ave ■ore deacrip-
tive value and it is frequently quoted in preference to cell di-eter . 
The relation1bip noted by Holman (1952) between mean corpuacular volwae 
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and red cell count •e•ed to iaply tha when a igh erythrocyte 
ount was r ecorded a ow aean orpuacu a oJ\ae vnu a • present. 
Coff ' n ( 1953 ) reported• rang ua t 50 . 0 to 
61. 0 cu C11nh (1930) stated be ea orpus ular 
VO 47 . o. 1 ran8• & ven b Pric _!! ,!_ , 19 ) for 
b C eat 5 p o f y w g t and under un fona etlV ro .. en-
tal ons v • fr 3 . 9 to 
• • n corpu cular VO 0 51.8 . 
o~ l r y r ocyte count was n 6 
.5 C c 111.L r ona. Th • a aala had 
(1 S) found t.. vhen the 
11 n, a ua ul v rk ng averaae 
n corpuscular vol e uld b appro bic ad.era . 
uur ent at s, .s±o.21 PT nes (1931) t et the value fo thia 
cub le era. 
o :nc l ude an analysia of all the fac tor• v ch could effec 
cor i cu l r i ze vould necessi tate a l engthy diacu son and • cer-
t n ya pr 1• vi t in it elf. Holman (1 4) r or d s 
whi c illuatrated the ffec a of a u on eryt roe e diaen 
fir t obse ed ha t he e ocy e had • ean corpuscular 
'1 0 .. e of bo t 5 .o cubic e r a b rth, but t • it r 
in % 0V f n d er as es rapi dl 
• C C C a ao tha . ~fter two aontha the 
C 11 l ow y 1 ~ ~d cuhl c e r.a at the end of 
t'w ye.ir H ala oun our aonth he er throcyte 
coun fe ll • e orpus ula ail: ncreased . In aore specific dis-
custion o .. uration t me , t vas noted bia that the red cell count 
ea bed the adult figure at 22 aonths while corpuacular si&e obtained 
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thia level in l9 aontha. 
Canh- (1930). workina on South African cattle. aupplied figure• 
which confira thia work and Greatorex (1954) alao indicated that auch 
changes do take place. 
Coapoaition. Duke• (1955) reported that the erythrocyte con• 
tained. in different apeciea, 62.0 to 72.0 BT-• of water per 100 aill l 
liter• of cella. In addition. thia author 1tated that the pipent 
heaoglobin conatituted auch the greater part about 9 . pe cent) of the I 
tota ao i da . He believed that the atroaa tael f ••• ailpoaed of pro 
teina , the lipid• lecithin. choleaterol . and ephal n; and of inoraani 
auba t an ea . Heaog obin. the pipent of he ery hrocyte. vaa found to 
be 
and 
ron•containing. onjugated prote n coapoaed of a plpent 
imple protein . The pipent vaa f erro 
tio was globln. hiatone . Havk, Oaer and • 
e and the protein frac-
raon (195' atated 
that eaoglobln vaa t e aoat ebundant prot in int bl d . eing 
uauall 
11 er 
ound o the extent f about 14 . 0 to 
whole blood , Under noraa l condi t 
moa entirely within the erythrocyt 
l y i agen a ma cauae ta rel eaae . 
r 100 ailli-
f heao-
Haw et al . 1954 deal vi th sub ec t more pe if ca ll and 
ntroduced aome additional nforaa o a out t he 
blood cel l In their ctudy the oun ha t 
approximatel y 65 . 0 per cent vater and 35 . 0 
aolida , the red chromoprotein heaotleb n oap 
contained 
so lid • Of the 
2 . of tne 
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35 . 0 per cent . Moat of the r_.ining ~ en oraed the atroaa 
of the cell and consisted larael o roe na, ph sp o ipida and 
cholesterol . lnoraanic ions found n th e rythrocyt ncluded potaa-
aha, chloride, bicarbonate and phoap te. f the , potaaaiua vaa 
present. in the argest aaotan t, bein coap r le quanti tively, and n 
certain respect• p ya olog C lly, t t e M> 0 the pluaa. Oraanic 1 
constituent, vere found to include v• oua ho e e1tera and certain 
emyae1, such •• pho1phataa • and carbo aohy · ·u • Thia latter con-
atituent w&a of par icular Ii ,nifica e in co ection vith the function 
of erythrocytes. 
The brie diac • on o .-, i n w c . pr c ded thi infonu-
tion did not ention th f t t at 11 hMOg ob ,1& w r not identical 
co.pounds , even among th l' an ·F d e: , 0. eis (1955) el eved 
that the var iation waa due to a di er nc int e gtobin part f th 
ao ecu e . Beach,!£~!• (1939 atat d that the nc patab 1 t vaa 
apparen r e a ch-.1 a coapoa fract on 
wh ch s eemed t i nd Brown 1909 
ah deaonatrated that heaoglob from ffe 
same. In the.ir vork they eaployed the process rysta lography and 
showed that the heaoglobin froa .:,a spec ea cou d be cryatalli~ed, 
but that the ease of cryatallization and the shape and aize of the 
crystals often varied greatly . 
Function. Dutcher, Jensen and Althouse (1951) reported that 
erythrocytes vere highly apecialized cells, responsible for the trans-
fer of oxygen and carbon diox.ide between the lungs and tissue. In a 
I 
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(1954) atated that rather aimilar deacription Ravk , Oaer and Suaierao 
the major function of the red eel appeared to b t tranaportation 
tion could be explained 0 xygen and carbon di xide, ad th•t t 
on a purely pbyaiochai cal baaia in te • o f r o .aalobin 
and other aubatancea vbich were preaent. Ad tio 1 o.anta concern 
na the function of erythrocyte• v re mad o I inveatigatora and 
generally they ••-•d to e in agre•ent v itb the inforaation preaentad 
here . 
ni"I ORIGIN OF nm DYTHROCYTI 
When con idering t he origin of erythrocyte• one factor that 
van-ant attention ia the age of the individual. Beat and Taylor 
(1955) tat d that the firat aigna of blood and blood veaaela appeared 
v ry rly. but that during thia atage they ve_re preaent only in the 
e o f the wall of t he yolk•aac. Following thia it vu found 
that the ryonic and extra-eabryonic ••••el a fo ed c~icationa 
wit ho her to allow the primitive blood pla ... and erythrocyte• 
to body of the embryo. The aenchyme cell• of the eral 
s u a of the embryo•• body fo d a e of o-
ell yp • and 
1 e . It waa auggeat d that t hi s t e of bl oo tion 
ur on and t ha t t he pr oc • • ao n b 
rr and l h •· 
? • f" 
pr 
C d 
l oc 
n 
~ d in t 
it 
the nect'aaary 
Ery bro yte format on va• then oca ed priaa 
aarrow. 
e red bone 
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The bone marrow h s fr eque y b en LL t opoiet tissue 
and is responsibl e fo e nul produc ti n o f r yl 
oat-natal lif. n t adult aniaal thi s t aaue wa 
cyt throuahou 
f n to be 
limited t ent i rely to the flat bones, such a, the aternwa, ribs, 
dip loe oft e aku land the bodies of the vertebrae. ln y una indivi• 
duals l aaounta were often observed in the ends oft e f-.ir and 
humerus . bu t little vas usually present in such long bones as he 
tibia . (1955) confirmed this process and reported, tha in the 
fet u • t he l iver, spleen and lymph nodes were jointly con er d with 
t he f i on of red blood cells, but that in post-natal l i fe the bone 
• • under normal condition•• the only area of ryt ropoieti 
act vi ty. Addit ional ment i on was ■ade to the fac t t a 1 certain b• 
no r P 
Gr 
a du lt 
G:: 
under t h c 
o logical condition• were pr~aent. it v a ble fo a 
r eas a e the function of red blood c 11 pro uction . 
ot (1952) also believed that, under ina r y ci r u■atances . 
f ed their erythrocytes in 
AC WHIC STIMULA 
aid ( 52 
1 
e r d bon aar 
ODOCTI 
cell fo 
of v b 
state "' s or o ic or anflllic anoxia. 
ccurred 
functional 
bey regarded 
hropoiesh. ano a as t he f uodam al priaa 
Dukes (1955) VH in agre•ent vith thh vor an 
vaa a potent atiaulua for erythrocyte fonaat ion. 
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eported ha anoxia 
The aechani• by vhich anoxia or aoae • i Larly gent 
atiaulatea erythropoi eaia baa not defi ni t el • n eatabl bed , bu 
Ber t ( 1882) 1uue1ted that anoxia o f the-bone aarrov va1 t he apeci le 
requir•ent for the initiat i n o f the r o •••· Dallvi g ,.!! .!!• (1915) 
a l ao believed that t hi a con t on vaa i ortant in t he cycle of event• 
vhi ch were n ceaaary for i ncr ••d red cell production. In a la ter 
atudy of bone 
duced part ia l 
aa rTav o 
ev d e 0 
• u • ion, lunikoff .!! a l . (1935) intro-
ha an anoxia vaa preaent in t he aarrov 
o f i ndi vidua l • w th po l yey •· Fur her vork by Schwarts and State 
( 1 49) i lluatrated t h t t h 
aarrov l ood of auch p 
aarrov bl f anmiic indiv 
oxygen cont ent . Cr ant and Root ( l 
of oxygen aaturation in t he 
than nor.al, and t hat t he 
abnoraal in relation to 
clud d that aoat evidence 
offered for th no aarrov ■ectumi 
from t he aaao at i on of a r ated e r yt hr o 
ygen pre1aure, p~eaent under• condit ion • 
flle l ack of conv ncina ev den 
bone aarrov vaa he fundaaent a l 
to de■on 
aulua 
I 
led aany i nveatigatora to bel i eve t ha ano ■uat 
and va a derived 
1 art rial 
a l ocal anoxia 
1 pr duction 
a te 
other than the bone aarrov and produce an eff 
aecondarily . A• a reault , aeveral vorkera beg 
upon r ro d tiuue 
of the nervoua ay1t• and carbon dioxide tenaio 
production, but they could eatabliah no aipifican 
1tudy t he e f fect a 
tbrocyu 
ati 
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between the tvo. Nwaerou1 other lmre1tl1ator1 a11waed an a l ernatlve 
po111b111ty and analy&ed the effec t • of varlou1 enclo r n a and 1ecre-
tion1 upon the proce11 . 
Davia 1942) deaon1tr ated t hat aal l or aoderate nject 0111 of 
po1terior pituitar y extrac nducad a Mrked inc ea in the nuab■r of 
erythrocyte• and in heaoalobin value1. He axplai ed theae rea lt1 on 
t~e ba1 i 1 of a at aulat on of erythropoi 111 cauaed by anoxia of t he 
bone aarTov fr he vaeoconatricting effect of the extract. la anoth 
inve1ti1at ion Grant and Root (1952) reported that feedina of fTe1b 
hypophyseal Mterial produc ed erythropoietlc 1tlaulation in noraa l 
aniu la. n Dye.!! a l. (1957) a l10 carri ed out an exten1lve experi-
aenta t n t d eraine the r ol e of the pituitary in red blood cell 
product on. i r work va1 dea i aned to e1tabU1h the existence of a 
ery ro oietic horaone vhich vould have a1 lt1 taraet oraao 
the red c e roducina port ion of the bone .. rrov. Re1ulta frQa the 
acainiatr t ion of pituitary extract• 1hoved that no prepara ion vould 
1ti■u a te red c~ 1 pod c tion unle11 it contained ACTH. and that no 
AC'n:I vae free of ry bro oietic activity. However, vh n hypopby ec -
tomi.zed or t'9Atl ra • ver fed a di t of anterior p ui tary tance. 
red cell pr due ioo w a i creaaed v1.th ut a r nal • 1 ul t on. They 
concluded froa h e e of a pl r erythro-
poi etic h rt110ne 
Dougher t y aAd Wl1 . 
either adrena cortical or 
an initial ri1e n aog bi 
" 
n j na ot 
cau1ed 
but twenty hour• later theae value• decreaaed to below 
treated aniaal . fltey alao noted that daily injec in• 
cotrophic extract in alee for fifteen day• produced an 
19 
hoae an un• 
ad enocortl• 
ncrease in 
haoglobin value• and red cell count• to above normal at ndar In 
addi t r., the adainiatratlon of whole adrenal cor 1 l ext ac • to 
adrenalectoa1&ed rata va found to b effecti 
and was observed to cue increas d resiataoce he red 11 to 
b._ypotonic aaUne so utiona. Thia subatan e did ot infl enc:e any bone 
mar-row change,. 
Garcia_!!.!!. • (195) and Hudson.!!.!!.• (1952 ) r eported that the 
adminiatrati n of ACTH cauaed increaaed red cell production in 11&D and 
exper e ta 
(1951) an 
extirp 
worker 
eel 
la, and Gordon_!! .!!. • (1947), Suaaers and Sheehan 
te and Dougherty (1945) atated that hypo function or 
t he adr nah resulted in bone aarrov hypoplaaia. 
these methods and reaults appeared proaiaing, other 
to d t raine the effects of varioua horaone• upon red 
ion by the procesa of hypophyaectoay. Vollmer~.!.!• 
bat an•ia developed in rats after the r al of the 
nd . Cr fta (1941) vas in agre•ent vith t his vork ad 
a 30 pr cen reduction ln red cells va1 a c n f ding 
· h r. d ate. Crafts (1946) also r orted that 
db en r ved t he bon rr b e 
in ry r ld 
p rcially ln i h 
bloo ona uen , oay w and 
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Lee_!!'. al . (1936) to produce a 20 to 30 per cent o•• n bod veiab 
and about a 30 per cen reduction in aetabolic rat 
body weight •u1&Hted that a redu ed food intake 
This decreaae in 
c n and that 
poat-bypophye c toay aneaia vaa related aore directly to nutritional 
factora. Vol er.!! al. (1942) and .Meyer.!!.!! · (1940) aleo elieved 
that t an a follovina hypophyaectoay vaa the reeult of an upaet in 
aeo ra eta oli• rather than a cooaequence of the r-■oval of any 
apec c topoietic factor . Grant and loot (1952) co.aented that it 
va re t t at hypophyaectoaized aniaala bad a decruaed ouaber of 
in 
•• 
0 
• a a reduced haoalobio concentration. Such alteration• 
do deficit in erythropoieaia. but rather were a part of the 
change in phyaioloaical atatua. In addition, the intearity 
ry hropoietic aechani• in hypophyaectoai&ed aniaala vaa 
ed by a nor.al reaponae to an adequate loverina of the baro-
e and to baorrhage. 
jor horaoue of the adrenal aedulla vaa alao inveatiaated 
in ff rt to deteraine it1 effect upon red cell production. Cordon 
( 
upo 
recor 
and in 
) reported that adrenal d•edullation vaa without influence 
ed el•ent1 of the blood. but aany other vorker1 have 
tran• ient increa1e in red cell count1, in haatocrit valuea 
obin concentration• after the injection of epin rine. 
w re interpreted by ICniaely (1934) to et . ence 
ple c co tr c ion and not t r eult of any ti 
lation . D 
produc d t 
2) 
r y ch n a in p 
t t 
0 
• tr t -.n of ~ephrine 
and or d eel 
concentration, but atated that there va• ittle evidence to •uppor 
the belief that thi• or aiailar •ubatancea 1tlaulated red c l fonaa-
tion. 
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Although the fundaental atl lue fr erythrop •••in t e 
adult ..... 1 ha• generally been conaider~d o be• llia, ab ther 1 or-
tant aeane of inducing red cell produc t on ia t a on of 
cobalt. Grant and R t (1952) reported that tbue va• oo • dence to 
aupport the fac th•t it va1 related to anoxia, but that the c . n 
uae of thee eat aa a aean• of producina polycythaia 1ugae1t d that 
it• mode of ac 1 n could provide 1oae clue to echanina cone rned . 
Moreover, Harston (1952) felt that cobalt va• an agent of p yaiological 
laportanc n it va1 found to be preaent in a concentration of 0 . 4 
per ce tin he vi adn B12 complex. Duk•• (1955) atated that thia 
vitaain va r gard d •• being identical with the extrin•ic factor and 
the an i • anaia factor, and va1 necea•ary for the procu1 of 
red eel fo n. Re alao aentioned that a cobalt deficiency in 
r\Dinant wa c n idered to be largely a vitaain B12 deficiency, aince 
hia el•ent froa their diet va• usually ace ani d by 
a great e production of the compl ex . Korriaon (1956) r ort 
that co 
they coul 
believed th 
ruainant• wa 
frequen char 
C 
h l c. 
t h b4ct r i of the ruaen in order that 
be ae he B•c0111plex vit 01. Re 
• d fici cy t oub in 
i 01 0 ts 
er i t C"' w • a ri 
Kato (l 37) reported that cobalt polycyth-ia could b produced 
in• wide range of ani■al . Sane 
with thi• wor and felt t &t 
globin value• r.-pre :, 
tiaaue. B•rron 
polycytbeaia to 1 
h 
) . 
n of t he r 
2 
9 7) we e n agre•en 
c c: unt and heao 
he r o on of o lt 
ra t ory func i on of 1 tur 
erythro yt 
the general 
rrov and t heir aubaequent early r el • • e iat.o 
on. Burk~ al. (1946) reported that cobalt '• 
inter fer enc 
to the fo 
h e r eapiration of certain bacteria vaa probably due 
o on y partial ly reveraable coaplexe1. They alao 
felt that ai 
body, it po 
effect, a o 
acteriatic 1 . 
vaaodilati on c 
local aooxi v 
ever, that 
production. H a 
arteriea , 
hhed the 
theaia. Grant 
potent erythr 
polycythaia w · 
ae c lexe1 were not readily di11ociated in the 
ut t h poa1ibility that their foraation created. ia 
e erythroid cells of the bone .. rrov and the char-
i n erythropoieai a. Ortea (1935) 1uue1ted that 
y coba lt alowed the blood flow and re1ulted in a 
e ic 1ti■ulation. Davia (1941) found. how-
• r drua• vere effective in reducing red cel l 
t hat the1e a1ent1 dilated the bone aarrov 
blood aupply to the tiuue. and thereby diain-
a , ich waa prea\B&bly the 1ti■ulu1 for polycy-
( 952) report d t hat cobalt va1 r gard •• a 
t he el eaent pr uc 
au 
true erythrop i t c. 
ental conditi o 
ita 
hat 
unda• 
a and e.xce•• ve co al 
The exi1tence of more ban on • bani o va a ~ c 
eidered to be a aource of mi sconc ep t i on , since the nhibition o 
rmoval of one could fav or a n al ter nat.e r oute of action . 
TH~: !'iO~AL RID BLOOD ELL COUNT 
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Holman (19.55 ) ~ t ed t hat t he ave!a_ge t otal eryt hr ocyte count 
for cows was 5 , 950 , '.() cell s per cub ic millimeter, however Coffin 
(1953) reported tha t t he total cells per cubic millimeter could range 
from 5,400, 000 to 9 , 000,000 . Fraser (1930) mentioned that the erythro• 
cyte counts fo r Shorthorn cows in milk averaged 5.6 aillion, but aver• 
aged 6.6 mi l ion fo r those cows which were dry. In an investigation 
by Burnett ( 9 7 ) it was reported that the average red cell count fo1 
American cat t le was 6.0 million. Thie work was supported by Ferguson, 
Irvin and Beac '.1 (1945) and by Miller (1934) who both recorded averages 
of 6.2. Dukes ( 1955) was also in close agreement with this figure and 
gave an aver ge fo r the cow of 6.3 million cells per cubic milli■eter . 
Price , ~ . rt, Alexander and Kruger (1957) carried out ao■e 
experiment s ,.--1_ beef cattle which shoved that at 500 pounds body 
weight red cell counts ranged from 6.0 to 9.8 million per cubic milli• 
meter. The :a_, f:an value of thh range was 7. 73 million. When body 
weights were i cr eased to 800 pounds the average total red cell count 
for Angus mal e ~ ~a s 6 . 5 ~i llion per cubic mil l i meter , whi le Hereford 
males averaged 8. CJ m .• 1 lion . T11e range in ave age t ot a l erythrocyt ~ 
count for heifers f n >::1 t hese lines was fr om 8 .0 to 8 . 8 mi ll o c 1 • 
________________ _____________________ _, 
S<ME FUNDAMDTAL CAUSIS OP VARIATION IN TD tQtMAL 
DD BLOOD CELL COUNT 
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Hol .. n (1955) reported that a vell - choaen aaaple of abou 
individuals gave a good indication of thermean and distribution of the 
population in question. However , Iwsoff and Piercy (1946) stated that 
blood values from ne well managed dai ry herd could va-r-y significantly 
from those of another in the same district or from those of the saae 
herd during a differ ent month . It vaa thought that in addition to the 
c~nly encountered factors, ao e i ortant but relatively unknovn 
cauaea of variation were in existence and vere eatabliahing a rather 
uncontrollable source of error. 
~- Age seems to influence the normal red cell count to aoae 
extent. Holman (195 6) reported that the count vaa extrmely variable 
for individual calves, but on the average kept at a high level for four 
aontha and then decreased in nu her as the corpuaclea increased in ai&e 
flie average total counts obtained by hi included 9.82 aillion per 
cubic •illiaeter on the day of bir h, 9.6 million at tvo aontha, 10.62 
aillion at four aontha , and 8 . 43 milli on at ht montha. Fraser 
(1930) also recorded a efinite trend in this di rection for young 
animals, and Greatorex (195 baa published results ~hich fully confina 
theae findings. In addition, Canham 1930) r eported a gradua l drop in 
red cell count vith the increase in age o bull calves n South Africa . 
Mullick and Pal (1943) also found a similar decrease in H aaar ow~ n 
India. 
Holaan (1956) • i a t @d hat t e meaaure11ents or size and 
number of corpuacles i n calves reached t he s e level as the cov in 
about two yeara . SO!tle vari.ation was not d between the two factors 
aince red cell counts reac:he<I the adult figure at 22 months and corpu., 
cular ai&e reached the peak at 29 months. 
Sex. Although Gex has been regarded aa a possible 1ource of 
variation for aany years, some inve1tigator1 feel that it is a rela-
tively unaubatantiated belief and i1 not too important in aniaala. 
Canham {1930) compared a group of aale and faale cattle in an 
effort to illustrate sexual difference■ in the erythrocyte count, but 
average figures from the two groups ahoved no aignificant variation. 
Vintrobe (1951) stated that the difference in the bwun aale and faale 
waa not evident unti l puberty, and in ..... 1. in which aenstrual loaa 
did not occur, the value1 vere the ••e for both aexea. Holaan (1956) 
reported that frmi t he time it vas first shown that aen had a higher 
hemoglobin value t han women, many vorkera recorded the ••e sexual dif-
ferences in aniaala. Becaase t hi s fact was not ba ically confirmed he 
felt that the condi tions of t heir mu ur ts were hard to find . It 
vaa also stated that when hi gh r e yt roeyt e counts were present a 
aale it vas probable that co foundi ng fac t or 8 po1a b 
aent, caused this varia i 
Price~ al. (l 57) showed aoae differen ea due to aex in both 
hemoglobin level and total red eel count . In their inveatigation aale 
calvea had lower levels of heaoglobin and lover red cell count■ than 
faale calves at both SOO and 800 pounda body weight. Canbaa (1930) 
recorded a higher erythr cyte ount about the time of calv ng and 
Ferguson, Irvin and Beach (194l) report ed an incr~ase in tota l erythro-
cyte count iiaediately after calv i ng, fo l loved by a fall o·,e r t hree 
weeke _to below pre-calving levels. In addition, Bolman (1955 ) stated 
that there waa an increase in r ed blood cells from about 12 hours 
before calving to aboat 12 hours after calving • 
.!!.!!!!· Moat investigations carried out to deteraine the effect• 
of thie variable upon the blood picture in cattle have illuatrated that 
little difference between breeds exieta. Holun (1955) reported that 
there appeared to be little variation aaong European breed• aa recorded 
in Europe and in the teaperate zone• of America. Aaong African breed• 
Canh• (1930) abowed close similarity to varioue European breed• in the 
••e dietrict . Mullick and Pal (1943), who recorded reeulta for Indian 
breed•, reported a somewhat higher erythrocyte count 0 but aleo ■ention 
that the red cel h were of a smaller ahe. The averaae leucocyte count 
for theee breeds waa in agreement with count• obtained for European 
ani .. le. 
Price.!! ·.!!• (1957) reported that at 800 pounds body weight 
Angu• aalH had an average total red cell count of 8.5 million, while 
ereford aale• averaaed only 8.0 million. Ru aoff, Jobnaton and 
Branton (1954) also euueated that clif ferenc s between breed• were in 
exiatence, but their c nc lus i ona wer i nc;p!!!,pl due to t he aall mm• 
er of individual• exam. ed. Baaed on prev ious investigation•, Bot.an 
(1955) concluded that br encea were in aoet caeea liaited t 
erythrocyte eize. 
Environaent. The .. ny factor• which go together to compriae 
a given enviro .. eat undoubtedly are responsible for a large part of the 
variation co.nonly obeerved between group• of cattle. In a diacuaaion 
of thia aubject Holman (1955) reported aeveral cases in which red 
cell counts were effected by nutritio~l defects. Morrhon (1956) 
alao indicated that proper amounts of copper, iron and cobalt were 
necessary in order to aaintain normal hemoglobin and red cell levela. 
Other inveatigatora have c011111ented on aoae of theee requir•enta, but 
their work vas included in the previous diacuaaion of cobalt. 
Another variable which baa often been overlooked h the effect 
of altitude. Bert (1882) first reported the preaence of increaaed con-
centration• of haoglobin and red blood cells in ■en and ani■ala living 
at high altitudes. Hurtado, Merino and Delgado (1945) and Schneider 
(1921) confirmed this observation and stated that the concentration of 
haoglobin and erythrocytes in the blood of an individual living at a 
high altitude vaa noticeably greater than at aea level. In a more re-
cent investigation Merino (1950) shoved that residence of one to five 
veeka at altitudes of 11,000 to 14,000 feet produced an increased red 
cell volume of about twenty per cent, when compared to determination• 
made at sea level. Canbam (1930) compared the red cell count of cows 
living at a level of 3, 500 feet vith cows under ai■ilar conditions and 
of the same age living at 4,400 feet. His results showed that the 
average total erythrocy e count was one to two mi llion greater in the 
higher altitude . In addition. Grant (19'1) recorded an i ncreased 
reticulocyte perceP.t•ge in th~ ~i r c:ulating blood of man and •ni!lMJ, 
2 
living in high a l itude1 . 
Neeer (1923) suggested that much of the fluctuation in the red 
cell count vae due t:o the amount f e_--:erci se tak en, and believed that 
active animals retained a !d.ghe.r h emogl obin l evel. In his work he 
cited instances in which calves had a higher erythrocyte count at three 
to four weeks than they had shown a day or two after birth. Age was 
not completely discounted as a cause of this variation. 
Apparently little work has been done to determine the direct 
effect of teaperature upon the total red cell count. The literature 
reviewed for this investigation revealed no definite stat•ents regard• 
ing the subject and only a few remarks indicating a relationship VP.re 
found. 
Best and Taylo1 (1955) stated that low temperatures caused a 
reduced blood volume and an increased blood concentration, while high 
temperatures influenced a reversal of these reactions. Manresa, Reyes, 
Gomez, Zialcita and Falcon (1940) r eported that due to tropical condi• 
tions in the Philippines , Holste · n fi and Here had hemoglobin values 
ae low as 6.8 grams, while nati ve ca.ttl.e mai.nt:a · oe leveJ of about 
9.4. In some later work Manresa and Orig (1941) obser:v e<i d uble 
cycle in hemoglobin du · ng each year . Their results illustrated that 
the levels rose during cooler puiods e but were independent of the 
values for relative humidi yo tot l l euc cyt cunt . Garner and 
Unsworth (1953) also reported a defi ni te fa ll i n the hemoglobin alue 
of Zebu bulls during June and July of each year . 
Although the above work was concerned largely with hemoglobin 
'l'J 
levels, Price,!! al. 1951) reported that h valu s fo r blood hemogl o-
bin and the red cell count were highly inter rel ated . 
In regard t o enviro11tr.ental conditions , Holman (1955 ) concluded 
that there waa a grea t variation in the erythrocytic picture of the 
cow due to its environment. He also believed t hat much uncertai nty 
was present and that many of the differences were, often by surmise, 
assigned to several factors. 
Disease. Hadley (1949) reported that many infections were 
reflected by erractic red cell counts. Likewise, Dukes (1955) stated 
that some pathological conditions could influence marked variations in 
the erythrocyte number. Hawk, Oser and SUlllllerson (1954) also acknowl-
edged the ralationship between disease and certain blood abnormalities. 
The effects of various pathological conditions upon the total red cell 
count were discussed somewhat by Holman (1950) in a report on ane.ia 
and polycythemia. In this work he stated that anmia was usually due 
to an abnormal blood loss or deficient blood production, and was 
usually accompanied by a lover red cell count . He further mentioned 
that a certain degree of inflamnation or toxemia i~ the body inhibited 
erythrocyte production and therefore caused a fall in the red cell 
count dur ing almos t any infection. Conditions noted to be closely 
associated wi t h r educed erythrocyte counts were wide pread tumour 
formations , chronic infecti ns such as t ub culo ~is and heavy infesta-
tion with various typeA of in stin 1 p r s i ts. 
Although infections wer e r ep.rted to i nf luence a general 
decrease in the red c~l! ~ount . Gant and Roo (1952) and Holman (1950) 
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observed some conditions in which t he t o a l erythrocyte count was 
elevated to above normal s tandar ds . Holman (1950) stated tha t an abso-
lute increase in erythrocyt es could occur clu e to an over-compensa tion 
for some types of infect ion , b1,1t Grs.n t and Root ( 1952) reported that 
many of the increases wer e r elative and not of the absolute t ype. The 
mechanisms which t hey sugges t ed to account for this phenomenon were a 
decreased plasma vol ume with an unaltered cell '!14&&, unequal distribu-
tion of red cells with the introduction of sampling errors and the 
emptying of reservoirs of sequested cells throughout the body. Despite 
the fact that all of these were possible, Holman (1950) believed the 
primary cause of this relative condition t o be a loss oi plasma from 
the circulation so that the blood became more concentrated and gave an 
apparent increase in the number of corpuscles. fllis type of rise was 
observed to be present in states of continual vomiting, marked diarrh 
and in any condition which produced shock. Hahn_!! al. (1943) also 
mentioned the effects of hemodilution and hemoconcentration as possible 
sources of error in the total red cell cou.nt. 
The Individual. Holman (1950) stated that in domestic animals 
there was a consi derable variation in the blood picture between healthy 
individuals. Such a difference, however, was not cons idered unusual 
since in a ll biologi cal measurements there was no single corr ect value 
but a normal r ange . In an effort to establi b standar ds by which an 
individual could be c.las &i fi d t t auth r reported t ha t ani mals giving 
measurements n.ro st andar d devi a tions abov e or below the average were 
considered quest i onable, while showing alue• hree standard 
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deviation• either way were de.finitely abnormal. 
Tim IRYl'HROC YTlt ' S RESISTANCE TO Hl!MOLYSIS 
Dukea (1955) atated th&t heaolyaia vaa characterized by the 
diacharge of haoglobin from the erythrocyte in such a aanner that it 
bec•e free in the plaaaa or other aurrounding ■edia. Kurnick (1941), 
Dukes (1955) and Beat and Taylor (1955) cited a vide range of both 
internal and exterual factors which were active in proaoting this con-
dition, if preaent. Of the vaya, alternate freezing and thawing and 
exceaa agitation vere aenerally believed to cauae hmolyaia by ruptur-
ing the cell's atroaa. On the other hand, varioua cheaical substances 
such•• ether, acetone and alcohol were found to bring about cellular 
deatruction by dissolving the lipid conatituenta present in the 
envelope and atroaa. The ven011a of certain poiaonoua snakes, spiders 
and inaecta were alao noted to be potent haolytic aaenta, but their 
aode of action vaa varied within the ani■al'a body. Dacie (1950), 
Hol■an (1950) and Beat and Taylor (1955) auggeated several other ■eana 
for inducing haaolyaia which were deaigned to aaaiat clinical and 
experimental investigation. It was agreed, however, that lovering the 
oaaotic preaaure around the cell by introducing hypotonic aaline solu-
tions had the moat diagnoatic value and was therefore the moat auitable 
method for thi a type of work. No results were present to indicate that 
t hi s mechanism was i mportant in t he normal breakdown of erythrocytes 
wi thin t h body, and many inve igators hsv reported that large 
amounts of wa t er could be i nj ected i nto the bl ood s tream wi thout produc• 
ing significant aounts o f bemolysis. I n an exp er iment on horses, 
lloberts (1943) found t hilt inj ec t ·on. o f ov er 4000 lliliter s o f di s-
tilled water or tapwater r cg,,u larly produced a temporary bemol ysi s and 
heaoglobinur i a, but t ha t injections of less than 2000 milliliters had 
no effect. It then bee e apparent that the extent to vh.ich the osmo-
tic pressure of plasma could be lowered without causing sign.ificant 
haolysis vas conaiderable. Further investigation showed that the 
nor.al red cell vas aainly responsible for th.is effect, since it of-
fered a definite resistance to the disintegrating action of hypotonic 
solutions. 
Additional studies of this resistance in relation to specific 
concentrations of saline dmonstrated two dilutions to be of basic 
analytical importance. In a consideration of these, Dukes (1955) 
stated that the point in teras of strength (per cent) of sodium 
chloride solution at which heaolysis just began indicated the osaotic 
resistance of the weakest corpuscles (ainim\al resistance), while the 
point at which complete h.alysis occurred indicated the resistance of 
the strongest corpuscles (maxianai resistance). 
Since these values were found to be useful in most determina• 
tions of erythrocyte resi s tance, s everal workers established standard 
ranges for various species of animals. Holman (1950) reported that 
cattle and hor es showed ini tial h lysis a t 0.55 per cent sodium 
chloride, but di d not exhib ' t c, µ l et breakdcnm until the solution 
reached 0 .40. Dukes (195 ) found the overall range for cattle to be 
slightly l arger t han ha t men i oned by Holman 1950) and recorded the 
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reapective value• of 0.59 and 0.42 per cent for the tvo levels . His 
data for heaolyais in the hor se illustrated that cellular destruction 
began at 0 .59 1 but terfflina ted very naar the previous value given for 
thie epeciea at 0 .39. swine aboved a aoaevhat decreased r esistance in 
compariaon to aost other animals with a range of only 0.74 to 0.45 per 
cent. As a note of caution. it was reported by Beat and Taylor (1955) 
that some cell• shov a reduced resiatance to bypotonic aolutiona, but 
maintain a normal reaistance to other heaolytic agent• auch aa lyao-
lecithin. The antogonistic nature of this reaction waa considered to 
be the reault of tvo different heaolytic condition■, each effecting 
the cell in a a0111evhat oppoaite manner. 
Up to thie point red cell reaiatance baa been approached from 
the atandpoint of responaea given by the healthy adult individual. 
Such rnponsea 1 however, are not alway■ present and the onaet of vari-
oua abnoraalitiee can be the reault of aeveral factor■• 
Holman (1950) found diaease to be one of the moat aignificant 
cauaes of variation in the red cell reaiatance. In hi• report it waa 
illuatrated that erythrocyte reaiatance could be appreciably reduced, 
even to the point of hemoly■i• vlthin the body, by the action of sev-
eral type• of bacteria and protozoa. In addition, varioua poison■ and 
certain types of allergie• were ahovn to posaesa potent henolytic 
effec ta. I n a somewhat similar report, Beat and Taylor (1955) found 
t ha t t he o:xina of ny pa t hogenic bacteria, such as streptococcus, 
staph; l. oc ccus and tetanus baci llu , cou ld caus l we.red erythrocyte 
resistance as well aa complete breakdown of th cell . They also noted 
that intenae heaoly•i• took place during eoae of the more virulent 
type• of infectioua fevers and in the presence of severe burns. Like-
wise, Bavk, Oser and SuaJer5 n (1954) mentioned that certain kinds of 
disease definitely reduced the red cell'• resistance to hemolyaia. 
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In addition to the effects of disease, Bolman (1956) reported 
that age exhibited aoae influence on erythrocyte r~iatance. In an 
investigation on cattle he found that corpuacleavere moat r .. iatant on 
the day of birth, followed by a sharp decrease in resistance up to 
about four aontha. At this age resistance began to increase gradually, 
until at tvo yeara, it vaa equal in degree to that of an adult indivi-
dual. In a rather aiailar study Greatorex (1954) found that during the 
first aonth calves did not show complete heaoly•i• until the oaaotic 
pressure vaa reducH to approximately 0.3 to 0.35 per cent aodiua 
chloride. Throughout the next four months theae values increaaed to 
between 0.4 and 0.45 per cent, and then were observed to reaain near 
0.5 for the remainder of the year. 
The presence of a vit-in ! deficiency vaa considered by Hawk, 
er and Suaaeraon (1954) to be another cause of lowered erythrocyte 
eaiatance. The results of in vivo and in vitro experiment• partially 
this fact, since the adain1atration of alpha tocopherol 
n both caaea influenced the resistance to return to normal levels. 
Although t of the previous reac tions have been concerned with 
factor which csu ea drt p in r d cell resistanc e, Holman (1950) 
th t in s ever al ns tlr y e r sis nee increased 
appearance of i nfection. Rest and Taylor (1955) were in 
•are•ent with thi• and etated hat ur na perni OU •n• a red •11• 
have been found to exhibi a greater r edetance t o un eao l t . 
agente . Non-phydological do•e• of c rtitin pi t i. tar-:, and adrenal cor• 
t i • horaone• have al .J been reported t o i r ae r d c 11 r ai atance 
in va ie y y·t i c condi t iona , but t h r apeci fie actions vere 
con i dered in a diff r ent eec tlon of thla review. 
TRI !FFICTS OF INSULIN AND !PINU'HllIN! UPON 
IR'YTlDlOCYT! RESISTANCI 
Inaulln. Cutler (1934) and Petereen .!! al. (1931) recorded the 
characteristic hypoglyceaia which occur• in nonul &Diaal• aa a reeult 
of non-physiological adainietratlon of ineulin. A condition euch •• 
thia vaa reported by Lona (1952) to stimulate the secretion of epine-
phrine and eventually cauee the rel•••• of . AC'nl. That inaulin can 
aupent thia reaponae, ia of definite importance vhen conaidering the 
aaintenance of normal blood augar levela, and it aay poaeibly be •~gni-
ficant he contmplating the effect• of thi• honione upon erythrocyte 
reeiatance . However, despite the fact that insulin vas accredited vith 
t he ability to alter various blood coaaponeots, no statment illustra-
t ing a direct relationship between i nsulin and red cell resistance 
could be found . 
lpinephrine . I n addition t o ta yperglyc•ic function, 
Barcroft (1925) and Taylor (1943) found that epinephrine i njection• 
caueed transient increases in red cell counts , baa ocri aluea and 
heaoglobin concentrations . These result• vere explained on 
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of splenic contrac t ion and other physical changes wi t hin the body, but 
i n no instance wer e the effects of epinephrine discussed with refer-
ence to er ythrocyte resis tance . 
nm EFF~TS OF CORTISONE AND ADRENOCORTICOTROPHIC 
HORMONE (ACTH) UPON .ERYTHROCYTE RESISTANCE 
Although several of the other hormones under consideration have 
not been demonstrated to effect red cell resistance, ACTH and cortison 
have frequently been reported to possess the capacity to alleviate 
various hemolytic conditions. 
!!!! Effects of ACTH and Cortisone upon Acquired Hemolytic 
Anemias. Idiopathic, acquired hemolytic anemia is an interesting and 
perplexing hematological syndrome. Until recent reports of reaission 
following administration of pituitary corticotropin (ACTH), treatment 
vas unsatisfactory in a large percentage of the cases. Gardner (1950) 
and Dameshek (1950) reported on the early use of corticotropin in this 
disorder, but Dameshek ~ al. (1951), Gardner~ al. (1951), Young 
et al. (1951) and Unger (1951) carried out simi l ar investigations 
within the next year. A rapid change in the blood picture t oward nor-
mal was uniformly noted by these investigators, however , some cases 
remained in remission for weeks to months while others required mai n-
tenance doees to prevent relapse. 
Thorn (1950) repor ted t ha mosts udi~s of co rticotropi n effec 
on normals failed to shov signif:ic.;i . lt:~!ratio n ,1f d r cula ting an i -
bodi e ff . ing nd Mot tl.$ky (l949) poiuted out tha t sOllle qf he 
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hemolytic anemia cases exhibited falling titers in the developing 
Coombs test. Worgley et al. (1948) reported that reticuloendothelial 
cells, particularly of the spleen, were active in coating the red 
cells with a protein which could be detected by employing this test. 
Evans and Duane (1949) indicated that the amount of globulin present, 
when measured by the quantitative Coombs test, correlated roughly with 
the evident degree of heaolysis. Wright~ al. (1951) did not com• 
pletely agree with this idea and stated that some individuals with 
weakly positive reactions to the test had no evident benolysis. In 
regard to erythrocyte destruction these workers believed that adsorp-
tion of certain abnormal globulins at the cell surface shortened the 
life span of the erythrocyte by increasing mechanical fragility and 
susceptibility to the destructive and phagocytic activity of the 
reticuloendothelial system. 
The abnormal globulin which coated the red cells was probably 
an illlllune globulin, but this had not yet been proven. There were also 
several theoretical mechanisms by which an illlllune globulin might invo 
erythrocytes. An antibody to an envirornental allergen might, for 
some reason, become fixed to the cell surface. Hemolysis would then 
follow exposure to that antigen. Luisada (1941) reported that the 
hemolytic n ia which, in sensitized patients, followed ingestion of 
the ripe fava bean or in . alation of its pollen probably represented 
t his sort of mechania1n. Ti is reaction began within hours after expo-
sure , reached a maximum in a fe-.• dsy ., and :n ib ided rapidly thereafter. 
Acquired hemolyt ic anemia, on the other hand, was more chronic in its 
course and had no obvious allergic etiology. That red cells could also 
become coated upon mixture with appropriate type-specific hemagglutin-
ins, was demonstrated by Jakobowiez, Krieger and Si1111110ns (1948) in an 
investigation on erytbroblastosis fetalis. They found that when 
maternally produced anti-Rh antib,.!)dies crossed the placenta and com-
bined with the Rh antigen inherent in the fetal cell, a hemolytic 
anena occurred which differed from the acquired variety only by the 
presence of a type-specific reaction and an externally produced anti• 
red cell antibody. 
Beat, Umarzi and Poncher (1951) reported that whatever the 
nature of the adsorbed globulin, the action of corticotropin appeared 
to inhibit its production or adsorption to the red cell. Ukeviae, it 
was proposed by Thorn~ al. (1950) that the cell membrane waa an 
important site of corticoid activity in the response of a wide spectrua 
of diaeaaea to corticotropin therapy. In addition, Beat et al. (1951) 
found that the adrenal corticoids, stimulated by corticotropin, 
increased the resistance of red cells to ■echanical fragility, despite 
a coating of globulin. In accordance with this it was observed that 
marked hematological raaissions were repeatedly induced by corticotro-
pin therapy with no significant alteration in circulating antibodies. 
In such cases hemolyais returned each time the drug was withdrawn. 
~ Effects of ACTH ~ Cortisone ~ Various .!D?.!! of Induced 
H-.olytic Anemia. It was illustrated in the work of Best, Um.ard and 
Pon her (1951), Dameshek ct nL (1951 ), Unger (1951.) and Wintrobe and 
Cartirri.ght et al .• (19 .Sl ) that cortlsone and ACTH would mitigate the. 
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hemolysis i n m.any cases of acqui red hemolytic anemia and often 
arres t the disease. Vhiu and Dougherty (191.+5) i ndi cated that the 
adrenal cortex was, to sO!l\e extent, associ ated wi th t he maintenance of 
normal red cell levels in the peripheral blood. In addition to t his, 
Carcia~.!!· (1951), Gordon and Charipper (1947), Gordon et al. 
(1951), Lowenstein_!! al. (1951), Palmer~ al. (1951) and Suaaers and 
Sheehan (1951) shoved that the administration of ACTH increased the 
red cell volume and hemoglobin values in the intact animal. Bethell 
~ _!!. (1951), Rill and Hunter (1951), Hovermark and Nordenson (1950) 
and Whitelaw (1951) believed that ACTH and cortisone could have bene-
ficial effects in other types of anemia, but Feldman~ al. (1953) 
first conducted the investigation to determine the role of the adrenal 
cortex during periods of induced red cell destruction, in which phenyl-
hydrazine was employed as the hemolytic agent. The results of this 
work clearly illustrated that in adrenalectomized rats, anemia produce 
by phenylhydrazine was significantly greater than in the intact 
animals. It was also shovn that the administration of cortisone pre-
vented this i ncreased des truction and maintained a red cell count 
comp rable vi.th the level found in control animals. Under the condi-
tion o f t hi.s ex:peri,r.ient, however, ACTH was more e f fective than corti-
sone and a bio.s t co,~1pl et e l y prevented t E-, 1:ed cell destr uc tion induced 
by phenylhydrazi ne . 
As previously mentioned, t he ad reualec t omized animals recei ving 
phenylhydr azin• sl)owed an i ncr eased des truc tion o f r ed cells. This 
response was no beli eved to be he result of an additive anemia consE• 
er l.947 and Wh:l e 
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and Dough~r ty (1945) reported a fa ll in r ed cel l a o f between twelv e 
and twenty-five per cent fo l lowing adrenalectomy alone. It was also 
unlikely that the effects of phenylhydrazine in adrenalectomized 
animals included blood volume changea, aa it was reported by White and 
Dougherty (1945) that there were no ~~nges in the blood volume in 
rata following adrenalectomy. In addition, Frost and Talmage (1951) 
demonstrated that in adrenalectomized rats fluid shifta effected the 
cell, but did not alter extracellular volumea. However, Gordon a.nd 
Charipper (1947) and White and Dougherty (1945) referred to work which 
stated that hemoconcentration occurred in speciea other than the rat 
following this operation. Gordon!,! al. (1951) noted that there was a 
decreased red cell reaistance in adrenalectomized rats, but that the 
condition vaa tranaient and diaappeared approximately four weeks after 
the initial surgery. 
Feldman_!! al. (1953) postulated that the adrenal cortex influ• 
enced the integrity of the red cell, either directly or indirectly, by 
alterations of the plaama, by governing red cell breakdown in the 
reticuloendothelial system, or by controlling red cell production in 
the bone marrow and extramedullary sites. It was alao felt that corti-
sone or ACTH increased the resistance of the red cells to phenylhydra-
zine destruction . Gordon _!! al. (1951) observed conditions which point 
to the fact that the adrenal cortex could effect the atructure of the 
red cell or it s surrounding milieu. Alao Cruz, Hahn and Bale (1942) 
demonstrated that the products of red cells , destroyed by acetylpbenyl -
hydrazi ne, wer e i anediately utilized for the production of new cel l s. 
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Felde n and hclwilevitz 954) conducted an inveatigation to 
t he r l of t he adren l cortex during a period of i nduced 
red e l l deatructioo. in which i..une aer waa loyed aa the heao-
lytic agent. Their reaulta ahoved that after an intravenoua injection 
of i..une aerua. there vaa • prosreaaive fall in the red cell level 
froa llima1 tventy-ei1ht per cent at twenty-four hour•. to llinu1 fifty-
eight per cent at four day1. In another group. which received both 
iaaune 1erua and ACTH. there va1 a c0111parable decline in red cell• 
froa llima1 thirty-three per cent at twenty- four hour•• to ainu1 lixty-
tvo per cent at four day1. The difference, obtained here vere not 
1tati1tically 1ipificant and it va1 apparent that ACTH va1 ineffec-
tive aaatn1t the aneaia induced by iaaune 1erua. 
n.! lffect1 ~ !!!! Adrenal Cortex ~ the Peripheral ~ 
£!!! lucUon1 ~ CWnly Acco.pany Variou1 !n_!! ~ Beaoly1h. 
Peldaan ~ al. (1953) and Peldaan ~ al. (1954) reported that in the 
cour1e of 1tudyina the effect of the adrenal cortex and it1 horaone1 
upon heaoly1i1. a rather unifora pattern of leukocyte re1ponae vu 
noted . Although llinor variation, exi1ted. leukocyto1i1 and neutro-
philia were 1-ediate and la1ted up to four daya; eollnophllia va1 
aarked and peraiatent after the fir1t alx houri; reticulocyto1la 
appeared tvo to three daya after the inception of heaolyai1 and 
incr aed rapidly for the raaining day• of the experlaent . It va1 
found. however . that the peripheral blood cell re1pon1e a11oclated with 
aolyai1 occurred in the preaence or abaence of the adrenal• and vith 
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or without the administration of ACTH. As a result it vas concluded 
that hemolysis caused a distinct pattern of cellular response in the 
peripheral blood, which was not mediated through the adrenal cortex. 
CHAPTER III 
MATDIALS AND KffllODS 
Experiaental Aniaal • 
Data for this investigation were obtained fr011t animal■ donated 
by several breeder• throughout the State of Missouri and from the 
University of Mia■ouri' • herd of Hereford cattle. Studies were car-
ried out during the varioua season■ of 1956 and 1957. 
In this work a total of seventy-eight different aniul■ were 
examined. Thia nuaber included twenty-three pedigree clean, twenty-
seven known carrier■ and twenty-eight dvarfa. 
Seventy-four Hereford cattle comprised the majority of the 
animal ■ used. They ranged in age from three month■ to approxiaately 
ten year■ and represented both ■exes. All three of the genotypea 
believed to be associated with dvarfi11111 were present in this group. 
The four ••hers of the Aberdeen Angua breed which were available for 
this etudy ranged from three aonth■ to eight year• of age and included 
only female■ of the dwarf and carrier genotypea. 
Each different phase of thia investigation waa not conducted 
upon the entire seventy-eight aniaala, but in aome caaea the aame 
individual• were run on more than one type of teat. 
The Total Erythrocyte ~ As .! Method of Determining Red Blood .£!ll 
Reaistance 
In this technique four fundamental steps were involved. 
l. Collection: 
A blood sample to be analyzed by thia method was collected 
in the following manner. Using a 16 gauge bleeding or 
hypodermic needle the aniaal'• jugular vein waa punctured 
and approximately 5.~_cc.'a of venous blood were obtained 
in a standard blood collection tube containing an anticoag-
ulent. Throughout thia study the primary anticoagulenta 
u•ed were potaaaium oxalate tablets or aodiua oxalate 
powder. Thorough mixing of the blood with the anticoagu-
lent waa obtained by rolling each sample gently. Thia vaa 
important in order to avoid exceaa hflllOlyaia due to agita-
tion. 
2. Diluting the Blood: 
Using a standard erythrocyte diluting pipette the aaaple 
waa diluted 1 to 200 with a 0.48 per cent sodium chloride 
solution. 11ua waa accomplished by filling the pipette up 
to the 0.5 mark vitb blood and by adding diluter (in each 
caae 0.48 per cent saline) until the mixture reached the 
101 mark. In order to obtain a uniform distribution of 
cells the sample vaa shaken for tvo minutes. The saline 
solution vas prepared by dissolving chemically pure sodium 
chloride in distilled water. The correct amount of solute 
was obtained by weighing with a standard laboratory balance. 
3. Counting t he Erythrocytes: 
The red cell counts were made using a regular baocyto-
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meter and cover-slip. I11111ediately after shaking, but before 
the counting chamber was filled, two or three drops of 
diluted blood were discarded from the stem of the pipette. 
The purpose of this was to eliminate the nonrepresentative 
portion of the sample ~ompoaed primarily of diluting fluid. 
The solution was placed on the hemocytometer by putting the 
tip of the pipette on the edge of the ruled area and by 
allowing a drop of the fluid to run underneath the cover-
slip by capillary action. If any of the substance spilled 
over into the dividing spaces (the moat) or if an even dis-
tribution was not obtained the procedure was repeated. The 
loaded hemocytometer was then placed under the microscope, 
brought into focus with the high power lens and allowed to 
stand until the cells settled (approximately one minute). 
The section of the hemocytometer designed for counting 
erythrocytes is in the center. This area is composed of 
twenty-five large squares each of which contain sixteen 
smaller squares. The procedure followed was to count the 
cells in five of these large squares by moving diagonally 
across the field. Those cells observed to be on the border 
of a square were included in the count when touching the 
upper a.nd left-hand margin, but excluded when they were in 
contac t with the lower and right-hand boundaries . The 
fi na l t · ber obtained was multiplied by a factor of 10, 000 
to giv e the to tal red cell count per cubic mi ll imeter . 
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I n t hi s ana lyt ica l method an err or may be encount er ed i.f 
the blood sampl es ar e not "1 ell 111.i xed ilftlftedia tel y before 
using. Therefore t he observation of grossly abnorw.a l 
results should always be rechecked for accuracy. A mi nimum 
of error can also be obtained by using freeb blood samples. 
4. Calculations: 
Dilution: 1:200 
Height of CMaber : 1/10 -· 
Total area of the 25 large squares: 1 sq.-• 
Area of the 5 squares counted : 1/5 aq. m. 
200 I 10 X 5: 10.000 
10.000 X the total count of five large aquarea: red 
blood cells per cubic ailliaeter. 
Phase I: Differences!!! Initial~~.£!!! Reaietance 
In the deteraination of initial resistance a single blood aaaple 
vaa collected from each individual to be teated. After the blood bad 
been obta,aed it vas analyzed by the total red cell count. 
Seventy-eight animals have been studied during this aspect of 
the investigation. Thia aw. ia comprised of twenty-three pedigree 
clean. twenty-seven known carriers and twenty-eight dwarfs. All 
individuals belonged to the Hereford breed except three J.nius dwarfs 
and one Angus known carrier. 
Since thi s was a study o f i nit ial resi stance no hormone was 
i nj ected bef r e taking n bl od ample . 
Phase II : Changes in Red~£!!.! Resistance~ the Injection 
of Insulin 
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Regular zinc insulin was administered intravenously at the rate 
of 0.8 of a unit of insulin per kilogram of body weight. An initial 
blood sample was taken ianediately before injection and additional 
collections were made at 0.5. 1. 2. 6. 10 and 12 hours. At exactly 
48 hours after the first injection insulin was again injected into the 
jugular vein at the rate of 0.3 of a unit of insulin per kilogram of 
body weight. A 48 hour blood sample was taken imnediately before this 
injection and further collections were made at 0.5. 1. 2. 6. 10 and 12 
hours after the 48 hour sample was obtained. 
The effects of this hormone upon cellular resistance were 
studied by using the total red cell count. 
A total of thirty-one animals have been run on this test. These 
animals represent twelve pedigree clean Herefords. eleven known 
carrier Herefords. six dwarf Herefords and two dwarf Angus. 
Phase III: Changes in~~ Cell Resistance~ the Injection 
of Adrenalin 
A single dose of 4.0 cc.'s of 1:10.000 adrenalin was injected 
intravenously into all animals studied in this phase. An initial 
blood sample was taken i111Dediately before injection and other samples 
ere obtained at 1. 2. 6 and 10 hours . 
Fifteen animals from the Hereford breed have been checked using 
this procedure. They consisted of five pedigree clean, five known 
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carriers and five dwarfs. Adrenalin 1:1000 was diluted 9:1 with a 
0. 9 per cent saline solution to yield the final dilution of 1:10,000, 
and total red cell counts were used to analyze the effects of t his 
hormone upon erythrocyte resistance. 
PHASE IV: Changes ~ Red ~ Cell Resistance After the Injection 
of Adrenocorticotrophic Hormone (ACTH) 
The work involving the adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) was 
divided into two parts. Each animal in the first group received a 
subcutaneous injection of 0.25 of a unit of ACTH per pound of body 
weight and an additional intramuscular injection of 0.25 of a unit of 
ACTH per pound of body weight. An initial blood sample was taken 
before injection and was followed by collections at 2.5, 5 and 10 
hours. 
Thirty-seven Herefords have been studied by the procedure 
described for group one. Of this number, there were ten pedigree 
clean, ten known carriers and seventeen dwarfs. 
In the second phase of the ACTH study the hormone was injected 
intravenously at the rate of 0.5 of a unit of ACTH per pound of body 
weight. An initial sample was taken before injection and additional 
samples were taken at 0.5, l, 2, 6 and 10 hours. 
Data have been collected on sixteen animals frOlll the Hereford 
br eed. This group was comprised of five pedigree clean, five known 
carriers . and six dwarfs. 
Armour long- ac t ing veterinary corticotropin was the principle 
type o f ACTH utilized a.nd red cell counts were employed to check the 
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effects of the hormone upon erythrocyte resistance during both aspects 
of the work. 
Data Calculations 
The statistical calculations on the data obtained from this 
research were carried out on a Burroughs Electronic Computor Type 
E-102. which is operated by the Departaent of Rural Sociology and 
currently under the direction of Mr. C. L. Gregory, Assistant Profeaso 
of Rural Sociology. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
PHASE I: INITIAL RED BLOOD CELL RESISTANCE 
Differences _!E Initial ,!!.!! ~ .£!!.! Re■iatance Determined ,!?.I 
!!!! ~Erythrocyte~- All blood aamplea were diluted one to 
two hundred vith a 0.48 per cent aaline aolution in order to induce a 
partial hemolyais. Following thia, an average initial red cell count 
for each genotype ••• obtained from twenty-three pedigree clean, 
twenty-aevea known carrier• and twenty-eight dvarfa. 
flie pedigree clean group averaged 3,153,000 cell ■ per cubic 
millimeter vhile the known carrier aniaala had a lover average of 
1,708,100. The average red cell count for the twenty-eight dvarfa vaa 
much lea ■ in compariaon to the other two genotype• and vaa only 
475,000 cell ■ per cubic millimeter. A statiatical analysia ahoved the 
difference■ between theae average■ to be aignificant at the 0.01 level 
of probability. Table I and Figure 1 illuatrate the average initial 
erythrocyte count for each genotypic group. It ia believed that theae 
values indicated each group'• initial red cell reaiatance. At the 
present time it ia difficult to eatablisb a definite reason for these 
differences , but the r eports of aeveral investigator■ indicate one 
posaible cause. Feldman~.!! • (1953) and Best~ al. (1951) carried 
out studiea vhicb illustrated that ACTH from the pituitary and corti• 
aone from the adrenal cortex bad definite beneficial 
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relieving the hemolysis which occurred in several types of hemolytic 
anemia. Furthermore, it was hypothesized by these workers that these 
compounds were increasing erythrocyte resistance by some type of 
reaction which took place at the cell m•brane. Although no work was 
found which stated that these subatances would have a similar effect 
in cattle, it is the opinion of this author that an inaufficient amoun 
of either or both of theae hormone■, as influenced by genotype, might 
be linked to the variation obaerved in red cell resiatance. 
Table I also includes the coefficient of variation for each 
genotype. Thi• value, a measure of variation within the genotype, vas 
47.71 for the pedip-ee clean group, 85.55 for the known carriers and 
101.07 for the dwarf■• Difference■ in age as well as the preaence of 
low grade infections aay have been reaponaible for ac.e of the varia• 
tion within the clas■es, but Holaan (1950) found that in dc.estic 
aniaal• there vas a conaiderable variation in the blood picture 
between healthy individuals. 
Throughout this study ' the coefficient of variation was usually 
smallest for the pedip-ee clean group, intermediate for the known car-
riers and greatest for the dwarfs. fliis indicates that genotype 
influences the amount of variation in red cell reaistance within a 
class. However, further reaearch is needed on this point. 
PHASE 11: CHANGES IN RED BLOOD CELL RESISTANCE 
AFTER THE INJECTION OF INSULIN 
The Effects 2_! ~ Single Insulin Injection~ Red~£!!! 
Resistance. 
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Table II and Figure 2 show the effects of a single intr~ 
venous injection of ineulin. Thia hormone was adminietered to twelve 
pedigree clean, eleven known carrier, and ten dwarfs at the rate of 
0.8 unit of ineulin per kilogr• of body weight. In order to analyze 
red cell reeiltance all blood aamplee were diluted with a 0.48 per 
cent 1odi1a chloride eolution and a total erythrocyte count was aade. 
Over the twelve hour period the three genotype, eboved a varied 
reeponse to a eingle insulin injection. The average total erythrocyte 
count for the pedigree clean animals waa, at each eampling tiae, high 
than the value• obtained for the other two groups. flle average red 
cell count for the clean individual• began to increase one-ulf hour 
after the horaone injection and by one hour averaged 419,170 cell• per 
cubic millimeter greater than the zero hour level. At two hours the 
mean count had dropped 10111evhat and approximated the average obtained 
for theee animals prior to insulin administration. Thie was followed 
by a second, more gradual, riee in the average erythrocyte count, 
which vae of greater duration and continued until a peak of 4,251,670 
cells per cubic millimeter vae reached at ten hours. By twelve hours, 
the count showed a tendency to decrease once again. It vaa at this 
time that the largeet difference between the average cell count• of 
the pedigree clean and knovn carrier groups existed. 
In general, the average cell count of the known carrier indivi-
duals reaained intermediate, but showed an alternating increase and 
decrease throughout the entire sampling period. At one-half hour afte 
the hormon.e injection these animals demonstrated an increased average 
TAJ3LE II 
fflE INFLUENCE OP A SlNGLE INSULIN DIJI.CTION• UPON RED BLOOD CELL RESISTANCE.•• 
SupleTiae 
Control or :a 
0.0 Hour 
0.5 Hour :a 
1.0 Hour a 
2.0 Moura a 
6.o Hours2 
10.0 Moura.a 
12.0 Hours.a 
Ped.!£!! Clean 
fllouHnda ot 
Red ce11a +standard 
Per C\lblo - Devlatlon 
NllU .. ter 
ot Blood 
3, 473 .33 '! 1,740 .22 
3,823.33 ± 1,345. 04 
3, 892.50 ,± 1,249 . 90 
3, 535 .00 ± 1, 521.20 
3,925 . 00 .! 1, 673. 90 
4,251.67 ! 2,245 ,09 
4,154.17 ± 2,146 .25 
Pedigree Clean (n • 12) 
Known Carrlera (n 11) 
Dwarf■ (n = 10) 
Coeftlo lent 
or varlatlon 
ln Percent 
50 .1 0 
35 . lo 
32 .11 
43 . 20 
42. oS 
52. Bo 
5l. 6o 
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'ltlOuaand• or coert101ent 
Red cell• + lhndal'd or var.1at1on 
Per CUblc - De91aHan ln Peroent 
Nllllaeter 
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875 . 00 ± 1,454 . 96 166 . 29 
1,302. 09 !" 1,297. 99 99. 69 
1, 144 . 00 ± 1,413. 72 123. 55 
1, 376 . 00 ± 1,307.19 94 . 99 
l, 704 .oo ± l, 157 . 98 67 .96 
l , 588 . 00 f 1,434. 84 90 ,3 
1, 980 .00 fl, 700. 32 ~6 .15 
ee Erythrocyte re11i11tanc e meoaurcd by diluting the red cellll with 0 . 118 perc ent :iod 1um c h l o ride solut i on . 
a Ditf'erenee between aVerage counts of' the three ge.not,-pea waa sign1f'1oant (p:.01) • 
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Reaiatance. 
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cell count, but the rise vas transient and by one hour the value 
recorded wa• 240,000 cell• per cubic millimeter lower than their ini-
tial level. The known carrier• reached a peak at tvo hours with an 
average count of 2,966,360 cell• per cubic millimeter. This level vas 
not maintained and at •ix hour• the average cell count for these 
animals had decrea•ed to a point approximately equal to their one hour 
value. Their mean count increa•ed again at ten hours, but by tvelve 
hour• had dropped to its lowe•t point, and was only 9,090 cell• per 
cubic millimeter greater than the average obtained for the dwarf ani-
mals at that time. 
Although the average total erythrocyte count• for the dwarf 
group were considerably lower, they followed soaevhat the •ame pattern 
as the known carriers' throughout the fir•t ·two hours of aaapling. 
Both genotypes exhibited a greater average red cell count one-half 
hour after the hormone was admini•tered and each showed a drop at one 
hour. Thia apparent similarity in response ceased at this point due 
to the fact that the count of the dwarf group increased more and 
decreased leas than the carrier•' count during this period. Further-
more, the one hour value of the known carriers fell below their control 
level while the same sample for the dwarfs vas vell above this point. 
Each of the two groups had an increased average erythrocyte count at 
two hours, but the rise was much more pronounced in the known car-
riers. The averages recorded for the dwarfs at succeeding collection 
times were also lower than corresponding mean counts of t he other gebo-
types . However, these animals had an increased average erythrocyte 
count at the twelfth hour which c loeely appr oached t he l owered l evel 
of the known carriers . 
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A etatietically significant difference vae obtained between the 
average total erythrocyte counte of the three genetically different 
groups at all hour• of eaapling. The moet highly significant differ-
ence• were observed prior to. one-half and one hour after the hermone 
adminietration. 
In thie etudy ineulin vae adminietered intravenouely in a non-
phyeiological dosage and vae deeigned to act ae a general body etreee-
or. primarily by causing hypoglycemia. Normally. when the body ie 
under etreee. adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) and eteroide from 
the adrenal cortex are released in an effort to combat or relieve the 
condition. ACTH and cortisone have also been reported to increaee red 
cell resistance. In view of thie. it eeeae likely that theee hol'IDOnee 
may have been responsible for the changes observed in erythrocyte 
reeietance after the onset of etreee. 
It was reported by Beet_!! al. (1951) and Feldman,!! al. (1953) 
that the amount of ACTH and cortisone preeent affected the role which 
these hormones played in increasing erythrocyte resistance. They 
believed that lover levels of theee compounds were accompanied by lover 
levels of resistance. Baaed on these findings. it ie thie author's 
opinion that the genotypic differences in erythrocyte resistance give 
eome indication of each group's response to stress. In a r eport by 
Foley ,!! al. (1956) it was indicated that dwarf animals may be defi-
cient in pituitary and adrenal s ecretions , or tend t o be .rather s low 
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in allowing for the release of these substances. The generally low 
level of cell resistance daon1trated by the carrier and dwarf animals 
during this study suggests that these conditions may be present in 
both genotypea. It 11 thought by the author that carrier and dwarf 
animals are unable to reapond rapidly to 1tre1a induced by insulin 
because of inaufficient amount of the necessary pituitary and adrenal 
-
cortical honaones or becauae they fail to releaae theae compound••• 
quickly•• the normal aniaal. Neither genotype abowed a complete 
inability to respond to 1tres1 since 1oae increaae in erythrocyte 
resistance va1 noted for each group at several points during the study. 
A rise in the average n\Dher of erythrocytes per cubic ai.111-
aeter of blood vaa demonatrated by all groups one-half hour after the 
hormone adainiatration, and continued until one hour in the pedigree 
clean aniaal1. flle increaae va1 tranatnt and may have reaulted from 
the introduction of a foreign protein. When a foreign protein is 
adaini1tered, a rapid release of adrenalin is induced in nor.al ani-
mals. The aubaequent activity of this co.pound aupent1 eplenic con-
traction, which in turn produces an abaolute increase in the nwaber of 
circulating red cella. The pedigree clean animals ahowed a .:,re pro-
longed rise in their average cell count. Thia indicated that the 
magnitude of their reapon1e to a foreign protein was greater. These 
data further suggested that dwarf and carrier aniaal1 may be unable to 
maintain the level of adrenalin nece1aary to cause the release of 
stored erythrocytes or were euffering from a true deficiency of 
reserve cells. 
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The Effects of Succeaaive Inaulin Injection Upon Erythrocyte 
Reaiatance. The results obtained in tbia aapect constitute the 
second half of a sixty hour inaulin study and are presented in Figure 
3 and Table Ill. The procedure• eaployed in analyzing red cell resiat 
ance and the sampling ti■ea were i~_accordance with thoae eatabliahed 
during the firat aection of the inaulin vork. 
Following the initial twelve hour examination period there vaa 
a thirty-aix hour interval in which the aniaala vere allowed to reat 
and no blood aamplea were collected. At the concluaion of this period, 
exactly forty-eight houra after the firat inaulin injection, a control 
blood sample was taken from all aniaah and insulin vaa ad■iniatered 
at the rate of 0.3 of a unit per kilogr- of body weight. The purpoae 
of this injection waa to induce a second streaa in the animals. It ia 
believed by the author that change• in red ·cell resiatance reflected 
each genotype'• ability to reapond to the second nonphysiological 
administration of the hormone. 
In Figure 4 there ia a graphical cmq,ariaon of the average 
total erythrocyte counts for the three groups at zero and forty-eight 
hours. The zero hour values illustrate the average counts obtained 
prior to the firat insulin injection. The forty-eight hour level• 
repreaent the average counts forty-eight houra after the firat inaulin 
administration. The pedigree clean and dwarf genotypes deaonatrated a 
significant increase in their average cell count over this period. Th 
pedigree clean ani .. ls obtained the highest total erythrocyte count 
for either phaae of the insulin 1tudy at forty-eight houra. 
TABLE III 
nu; INP'LUZNOE OP SUOOF.38IVE DGULIN IHJECTION:t• UPON RED BLOOD CELL RESISTANCE ... 
Ped!£!! Clean 
'ftlouHnda ot 
SMpleTtae 
llff Cella + Standard 
hr C\lblo - DnlaUon 
N11U•ter 
or Blood 
48 Hours j 5,133,33 
48,5 Hoursa 4, 087.50 
49 Hours a 4,269.17 
50 Hours a 4,466 .67 
54 Hours 3,334.17 
58 Hours a 4,287 . so 
60 Hours a 4,418.33 
Pedigree Olean (n : 12) 
Known Oarrters (n = 11) 
Dwarrs (n • 8 ) 
± 1,130.16 
!- 1,171.66 
:t 1,217.25 
± 820.30 
i; 1,274, 38 
± 1, 062. 62 
:t 1, 600 .61 
eoerr10 lent 
or YarlaUOl'I 
1n Percent 
22.02 
28 .66 
28 . 51 
18 . 36 
38 .22 
24,78 
36 .23 
.,_ Carrlera 
'ftloueenda or 
lled Cella 
hr C\lbto 
IUlllaater 
or Jlood 
2,281. 81 
1,995,45 
2,255 ,45 
2, 077,27 
2,413, 64 
1,020.91 
l , 6o3,64 
coerr1o1ent 
+ Standard or Yarleu-
- De•leUon 1n Percent 
± 1, 068 .77 46 .84 
± 1,489 .91 74, 67 
"±" 1, 585 .8', 70,31 
± 1,484 .25 71.4 5 
-t 1, 466 , 37 60 ,75 
± 1, o83.18 106 . 10 
± 1,167.73 72. 82 
owarra 
'ftlouHnda or coertlolent 
Red Cella + IUIIIIWd or Yarlatt.on 
hi' Cublo - Dfflallon 1n Percent 
111111 .. ter 
ot lloof 
2,493 ,75 
2,797, 50 
2, 055 .00 
2, 428 .75 
1,8o5 .oo 
2,321.25 
1, 960 .00 
± 1,374, 03 
-± 2, 025.11 
± 1,384 .38 
± 1, 609 . 41 
± 1, 560 .46 
~ 1, 413, 
f 1, 607.37 
5 .1 
12.39 
67, 37 
82.01 
• In1t1al 1naul1n 1nJect1on at rate or o.8 unit• 1n1u11n per kilogram or body weight , rollowcd 48 hours later by a second 1nJect1on at rate or 0.3 units 1naul1n per kilogrui or bOdy "eight, 
•• Erythrocyte resietance measured by diluting the red cell• with 0.48 pe r cent aod11.1111 chloride solution. 
a Dittennce be'twen aver98e counts ot the three genotn,es was significant (P=.01). 
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Figure 3 shows the response of each genotype af rt econd 
insulin admi nistration. In general, the pedigree clean and dwarf 
groups maintained highe.r average red cell counts during this period . 
The mean values for the known carrier animals were slightly lower fol-
lowing the second administration of the hormone. 
The average count of the pedigree clean animals dropped sharply 
within one-half hour after the second insulin injection. The level at 
this time was approximately equal to their previous twelve hour aver-
age. After a small increase at one and two hours, the mean count 
dropped to 3,334,170 c~lls per cubic millimeter at six hours. This 
was the lowest level recorded for the clean animals during either 
aspect of the insulin study. From ix to twelve hours the average n.um 
ber of erythrocytes per cubic millimeter of blood showed a uni form 
rise. The change demonstrated at these times appeared similar to the 
response observed at correspondi ng hours after the first insulin 
induced stress. 
The average red cell count of the known carriers showed an 
alternating decrease and increase throughout the latter twelve hour 
period. This type of response was similar to the reaction whi ch fol-
lowed the first injection of insulin. The fluctuation in their mean 
count remained small for six hours after the second hormone adminis-
tration . By ten hours, however, their average cell count had 
decreased 1.3 million cells per cubic millimeter under the six hour 
value. This was the lowest level recorded for any eno ype during the 
entire insulin inves t igation. The final aver e cell coun of th 
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kno-rn carri r s , a t tw elve hour s , howed app roximately a one- half- fold 
increase over t he ten hour va l ue. 
For the first two hours after the second insul in injection the 
mean erythrocyte count of the dwarfs averaged about 1.2 mi ll ion c lls 
per cubic millimeter higher than corresponding counts from the preced-
ing twelve hour period. The dwarfs reached their maximum peak one-
half hour after the second hormone administration. The mean count 
declined gradually from two to six hours, but returned to approximatel 
the two hour level by ten hours. The average number of erythrocytes 
per cubic millimeter of blood twelve hours after the second insulin 
injection was 1,960,000. This value was very close to the level 
recorded for the dwarfs at the end of the first analysis period. 
With the exception of the sixth hour averages, there was a 
significant variation between the mean erythroc yte counts of the three 
genotypes at each sampling hour of the latter twelve hour period. The 
most highly significant differences during t he interval were observed 
i1m1ediately prior to and ten hours after the second insulin administra-
tion. 
An average coef f icient of variation was determined for pedigree 
clean, known carrier and dwar f animals at the conclusion of t he fi r s t 
and second insulin studies. These values were obtained for each geno-
type by taking the ar ithmetic mean of the coeffi cients o f varia ion 
r ecorded i n each period from zero through twelve hour. re u s 
o f the analysis after a single in ulin injection hawed the average 
coef fi c i en t of varia t i n to be 43 . 96 for the clean i ndividuals, 53. l 
6 
for the known carriers and 97 . 01 for the dwarfs. This ndicat ed that 
the amount of variation over the twelve hour period 'o red cell count s , 
wi t hi n the genotypes, was smallest among t he clean animals , in termed-
iate in the carriers and greatest in the dwarfs. Furthermore , a l ow 
average coefficient of variation would suggest a more uniform intra-
group response to stress. 
Following the second insulin admini stration the average coeffi-
cient of variation for the clean animals showed a marked decrease in 
comparison to the previous level and was 28.11. The dwa.rfs also had 
a lower average coefficient of variation at this time, but their value 
of 70.07 was considerably higher than that i llustrated by the clean 
animals. The carriers responded in an opposite manner and demonstrate 
a mean value for this statistic of 71. 85, slightly higher than their 
earlier level. 
These data indicated that the response within the clean and 
dwarf groups was more uniform after the second stress, but that a 
large amount of variation, not evident among the clean individuals, 
rema.ined in the cell counts of the carrier and dwarf genotypes. 
The results of thi s investigation suggested that the first 
insulin inj ection influenced the pedigree clea.n and dwarf anima l s t o 
cont inue the secret i on of pituitary and adrenal cort ical hormones dur-
ing the thi r ty- six hour r ecovery peri od . Evidence to 
beli f is provided by the increased erythrocyte re 
upport this 
an e 'ch bo th 
groups showed fo r y- ei ht hour after the i11 · i a l insu!. · n adlllinis t ra-
tion . This condition was n t pa rent am ng the known carr er 
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animals . 
In the pedigree clean genotype, the trend toward a higher evel 
of cellular resistance was continued after the second inaulin injec-
tion. It is thought by the author that this indicated a greater 
response by the pituitary adreno-cortical aechanism to the second 
stress. 
The red cell resistance of the dwarf group was also greater 
after the second insulin injection, but tended to remain near that of 
the known carriers. The resistance of both genotypes, however, was 
considerably lower than the pedigree clean animals. These data sug-
gested that dwarf animals, when allowed a longer period of time, 
respond to stress approximately the same as known carriers. In addi-
tion, the lower resistance of both groups indicated a deficiency or 
extremely sluggish release of hormones from the pituitary or adrenal 
cortex. 
PHASE III: TIIE INFLUENCE OF ADRENALIN UPON 
RED BLOOD CELL RESISTANCE 
Each animal used in this phase of the investigation received a 
4.0 cc. intravenous injection of 1:10,000 adrenalin. Erythrocyte 
resistance was analyzed by making total red cell counts in a 0.48 per 
cent sodium chloride diluting solution. Data were collected from f~ e 
pedigree clea n, five known can:iers and five dwarfs, prior to and t 
various r i ods ollowing t h ho ne a dministra t ion . e r s lts of 
this work are shown graphic lly i n Fi gur 5 and are sWJ1.11ar i zed i n 
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Table IV . 
Average control erythrocyte counts were de t erm ned mmediately 
before adrenalin was injected . The values recorded for the cl n and 
dwarf animals appeared normal in comparison to thei r previous z ero 
hour counts . The known carriers demonstrated a level that was much 
lower than control counts recorded for them during the preceding 
phases. 
In the ten hour period which followed the hormone injection, 
average cell counts for the three genotypes were generally lower than 
those observed during the insulin study. This effect was most pro-
nounced in the carrier and dwarf animals and i s illustrated in Figure 
5. The data presented in thi s figure also show that the pedigree 
clean group mai ntai ned a considerably higher mean count than either of 
the other two genotypes, and demonstrated the only marked response to 
adrenalin. 
The average count for the clean animals shoved a drop of 
378,000 cells per cubic millimeter within one hour after the hormone 
was injected, but began to increase sl i ghtl y at two hours. The count 
continued to ri s e steadil y from two to six hours and showed a subse-
quent peak of 3,334,000 cells per cub i c millimeter at t he end of t his 
period. Although this level was not outstandingl y hi gh i n compar ison 
to some values obtained after insulin stress, i t was approxim.ately 
2,828,000 cells per cubic mi ll imeter greater t han the averages shown b 
t he dwarf and carrier animals at that time . Furthermore, it ~a one 
oft e l a r et d "ffer ences ob served between ge o types in the ent i re 
·~ABU( 
niE INPLlJDlCE OP INTRAVEIIOUS A.DR.ENA.UN UPON RED SLOOO OEU. RESISTAN CE.• 
Pedigree Clean 
Thouaanda or 
Red Ce lh + Standa rd 
.S-ple T1Jlle Per Cub i c - Oev1atlon 
Mllllmeter 
or Blood 
Control or 
0.0 Hour a 3, 0~ . oc 
l .O Hour 2 2 , 7l c . OC., 
2 Houra la 2 . 7&11 • c,<, 
v Houro a 3 , 334 . 00 
10 Houro 2 2 , 39'J , 00 
Ped 1.gree Clean 
Kno= Onrrle r a 
Ownrfa (n = 5 ) 
<n • ?l (n • 5 
± 1 , 00'., . 31 
+ 32£: , 9£:, 
± 1 , ,21. c.e 
± 931 ·.oo 
+ 45; . vf:. 
coerrtc lent 
or Vartatlon 
1n Percent 
32 . 47 
12 , 10 
'., :, . OJ 
2e . 13 
1e . 99 
• Erythroc yte r eolotnncc menoured by d ll u i 
• No &Mlple t.nl<e .. , 
Known Carrier• 
Thouaanda or 
Red Ce 11 a + Standard 
Per Cub l e - Dev 1a t1 on 
l'IJ 111.ae t e r 
o r Bl ood 
b7t . v0 ± 70l . 3!.; 
7~2 . CN :! ( i,4 , c.,7 
6,4 11 . O<, ± t,(A . ,.£: 
1170 .00 :! 347 . 9' 
27•, . OC., ± l ','., . Ot! 
coerric lent 
or Variation 
1n Percent 
b<, . 31., 
to . 31 
7} . t,2 
12 . 19 
:,e .ot 
Owarta 
Thouaanda or 
Red Celle +StMdard 
Per Cubic -De•latlon 
N1lll.meter 
or 1100.d 
700 . 00 ± 1 , 043 .77 
1 , 2•() . C,(, ± 1, o(,'.., . 
t:,l.C,C, + 92c, . 31 
'.,, 34 . OC, + •, 9:,1 , 23 
•• 
the red eel l o w1 ih o.11u porcen i ood lu.-n chlori d e oo lut1on, 
;; Difference between average counts of the three genotrpes wa..s signifi ce.nt (P=.01). 
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Figure 5 . The Influence of Intravenous Adrenalin upon Red Blood 
Cell Resistance. 
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study . Figure 6 illustrates t his differen e and show the ave age 
cell count for each group six hours after the intravenous i n j ection of 
adrenalin. A significant difference was obtained between t he mean 
counts of the three genotypes at this time. The final average 
erythrocyte count of the clean individuals showed a drop of nearly 
one-fold from the previous peak and was 2,396,000 cells per cubic 
millimeter. This total represented the lowest_point for the pedigree 
clean genotype during the adrenalin study. 
The known carriers showed very little response to the adrenalin 
injection. The group maintained a level approximately equal to their 
initial value for the first two hours, but the.reafter demonstrated a 
decline at each succeeding erythrocyte count. At the conclusion of 
ten hours the average count for the carrier animals was exactly 
600,000 cells per cubic millimeter below their initial level. This 
count 276,000 cells per cubic millimeter, was the lowest value record-
ed for any genotype during the entire study of red cell resistance. 
The dwarfs demonstrated an increased average cell count within 
one hour after adrenalin was administered, but did not continue the 
rise past that point. At two hours their count had dropped and as 
slightly higher than the value exhibited by the known carri ers . In 
the period from two to six hours the dwarfs showed dec line i n t heir 
average cell count that was similar to the respons encountered in the 
carriers . However, the overall decreas e wa no as great and these 
animals demonstra t ed an av erage s i hou coun 
cubi c mil limeter . 
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In addit ion t o the di f f erence at six hours, a i gni f i can var a 
tion was ob served be tw een t he mean cell counts of t e t hree geno yp e s 
prior to, one and two hours after the adrenali n i njection. There was 
a highly significant difference between the average counts of the 
clean and carrier animals ten hours after the hormone administration. 
The hormone, epinephrine, is secreted primarily by the medulla 
of the adrenal gland and is one of the first substances released by 
the body during most types of stress. The compound has been accredit-
ed with the ability to produce a wide variety of effects, several of 
which are evident in this study. 
The secretion of epinephr i ne (adrenalin) is normally followed 
by an immediate and absolute rise in the number of circulating red 
blood cells. The ultimate capacity of this hormone to bring about sue 
a response is based primarily upon its power to augment splenic con-
traction. Barde (1950) reported that increases in erythrocyte numbers 
resulting from adrenalin were transient. Best and Taylor (1955) felt 
that this was due to the short active life of the compound after its 
release. Of interest i n this study, is the fact that adrenalin can 
apparently cause a brief increase in the number of red cells in t he 
peripheral blood. Although the dwarfs indica ted a react i on of t his 
type at one hour, i t i s felt by the aut hor t hat the r esponse may have 
taken place i n t he other genotypes and subsided by t hi s t i me . 
Adrenali n has no t been r eported to i ncrea se er yt hrocyt e r esi st-
ance , but it i s a potent act iva tor of the pituitary a dr eno• cortical 
mechanism . The ability of the ad enotrophic hormone to i ncrease 
adrenal steroi d release is believed by this investigator to be t he 
important basis for adrenalin's influence on red cell r es s ance . 
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Based on low red cell resistance, it does not appear that 
adrenalin stimulated, to any extent, the release of ACTH or adrenal 
cortical hormones in the carrier and dwarf genotypes. This condition 
may have resulted from an insufficient amount of either ACTH or the 
cortex substances, or possibly both. However, the investigation was 
conducted for only ten hours and may not have been of a great enough 
duration to allow for a delayed release of these compounds. 
Adrenalin seemed to influence an increased activity in the pitu-
itary adreno-cortical mechanism of the pedigree clean animals. 
Evidence favoring this idea is provided by the general trend of their 
resistance after the hormone administration, and by the high level of 
cell stability which these animals showed at six hours. 
Although the number of animals in each genotypic class was 
limited, the results obtained during this study indicated several dif-
ferences which should be investigated further. 
PHASE IV : CHANGES IN RED BLOOD CELL RESISTANCE AFTER THE 
INJECTION OF ADRENOCORTICOTROPHI C HORMONE (ACTH) 
The Effects of Subcutaneous and Intramuscular ACTH Upon Red 
Blood Cell Resistance. The results obtained during t his study are 
shown in Tab le V and Figure 7. Each animal r eceived one subcutaneous 
and one i ntramuscu lar injection of adrenocort icotropic hormone (ACTH) 
a the beginning of he investigation . The ormon was adminis ered 
TABLE V 
nu: IHPLUENOE OP .S UBOUTANEOUS ANO llfl'RAKI.SOULAR• AOn l UPON RED BLOOD CELL RESIS TANCE .•• 
Pedlfree Clean Known Carrlen Dwartl 
Thou.and• or Thoueand• or Thouaand• or coerr101ent 
S-ple T1ae 
Red Cell• + Standard Per Cublc _ DeYlatlon 
Coertlc1ent 
or Varlatlon 
ln Percent 
Red Cell• +Standard Per Cublc _ DeY1at1on 
coernc1ent 
or var1at1on 
1n Percent 
Red Cell• +aundard ot Vari ation Per C\lblc _ DeYlatlon 1n Pet'O•nt IUlllaeter 
or Blood 
Control or ± 1,358 .82 o.o Hour 2 2 , 784 .00 
2 . 5 Hours :a 4 , 041 . 00 :! 1, 572 . 21 
5 ,0 Houro ;a 4 , 105 , 00 ± 1, 555 . 77 
10 . 0 Hours :i 5 , 198 . 00 
Pedigree Cle an (n • 10 ) 
Known Ca r r 1e r o (n: 10) 
0warr11 (n : 17) 
! 1, 477 , 58 
Ntlllaeter IUlllaeter 
or Blood 2LJ.1.ood 
48 . 81 1, 840 . 00 ! 1, 599 ,76 86 . 94 972 , 35 :t1 , o81. 16 
38 . 91 2 , 185 .00 ~ l , 390 , 26 63 . 99 1, 516 .47 :!" l, 366 • 32 
37 , 90 1, 312 . 00 j-1 , 205 . 36 91, 87 1 , 304 . 12 ± l , 220 . 33 
28 . 43 2 , o89. oo _! l , 531L 03 73 . 43 l ,, ) 12 . 00 !" l , 228 . 97 
• Each animal received one ,ubcutaneou11 and one 1nt r amuaoula r lnJeot1on or AC1li at the beginning or the teo • • 
•• Erythrocyte reolotance meaoured by d1lut the red cello wl th 0 , r oon t aodlum oh l or l de oolut1on, 
2 Difference bet ween aver age count a of the three genotype s was s1gn.1f1cont (P=.01 ). 
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tot n pedigree c l ean , t n known c rr i sand en e d"' r fs at the 
rate of 0.25 of a unit of ACTH per pound of body weight. y hrocyte 
resistance was based upon the total red cell count after the cells 
were diluted with a 0.48 per cent sodium chloride solution. 
Average control hour erythrocyte levels were determined from 
blood samples collected prior to the injection of ACTH. The value 
obtained for the carriers was not largely di_! ferent than that found 
during the study of initial resistance, but the dwarfs averaged higher 
and the pedigree clean animals slightly lower than the mean counts 
recorded during that phase. 
The pedigree clean group demonstrated the greatest response to 
the subcutaneous and intramuscular injection of ACTH. Within 2.5 hour 
after the hormone administration, their average number of erythrocytes 
per cubic millimeter of blood increased slightly more than one- fold 
over the control level of 2,784,000. From 2.5 to 5.0 hours the count 
showed a gradual rise and totaled 4,105,000 cells pe.r cubic millimeter 
at the end of this period. 
In Figure 8 there is a graphical comparison of the average cell 
counts for the t hree genotypes prior to (0.0 hours ) and five hours 
after the hormone injections. The average increase shown by the clean 
animals over this interval was not significant, but there was a highly 
significant difference between the average cell counts of the three 
genotypes at five hours. 
The clean group reached a p k t n lours .1fte.r t !, 
tion of ACTH nd had an aver e erythr yte count of 5,198, 00 cells 
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per cubic 11 meter . The rise repre nt 
the fiv hour value and 11 htly or than 
their initial count at zero hours. 
on -fo d ncr a 
two- fol 1 e r e 
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ov r 
Figure 9 presents graphical picture of the averag r ed c 11 
count obtained fore chg notype at the nd of the ten hour period. 
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The level recorded for the c l n ni als t this time was ignifi-
cantly gre ter th n their control v lue prior to the njection of ACTH, 
and wa th highest v lue r cord d for any genotype during the entire 
inve tigation. In addition, threw s n pproxi te difference of 
3.2 million cells per cubic millim ter between ch verage count of th 
p digr cle n nim 1 nd an count of the oth r two genotyp s. This 
w s the 1 rgest differ nc of this typ recorded during any ph se of 
the research. There w s al o a highly significant differenc between 
the verge c 11 count of the thr group t this hour. 
The c rri r nd arf ani ls di d not sh am rked response t o 
th ACTii a nistration nd filed to d nstr t signific nt in-
crease in their aver ge erythrocyt count They did, h ever, follo 
a similar p ttern of ch nge in re rd to their rd cell v lues. At 
zero hours, the c rriers verged pprox i mat el y 900 ,000 cells per cubi c 
millim ter more th n t he dw rfs. Threw slight i ncre n the 
verage count o f bo t h genotyp s t 2 . 5 hours, but thi s did not lt r 
thei r margi n of difference to ny xtent. By f i v hours after t he 
hormone admini stra t ion there wa a c los e similarity b tween t he ean 
v lue of each group . Thia r esul ted f r om comp ratively sharper 
decline in he ca t"ier ' level over th period f 2.5 o 5.0 hours . 
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The administration of adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) in a 
nonphysiological dosage should have induced stress and augmented the 
release of steroids from the adrenal cortex. It was noted in several 
earlier sections of this investigation that the pituitary hormone, 
ACTH, and the adrenal cortical hormone, cortisone, have been reported 
to increase red cell resistance. When the relative effectiveness of 
these hormones was compared ACTH was found to be the more potent sub-
stance. This may be due to the fact that cortisone is only one ~f 
several compounds found in the adrenal cortex, whereas ACTH from the 
pituitary may stimuiate the release of several of these, causing a 
greater effect upon erythrocyte resistance. Although ACTH, itself, ma 
increase red cell resistance, it is the author's belief that the 
important basis for its action upon erythrocyte resistance lies in its 
ability to increase adrenal steroid release. 
The rather low level of response demonstrated by the carrier 
and dwarf genotypes did not favor the idea that ACTH alone increases 
red cell resistance, but it did indicate that these animals may be 
somewhat unable to maintain a balance in their pituitary and adrenal 
secretions when they were subjected to stress. Although the carrier 
and dwarf animals showed a sluggish reaction to the nonphysiologi cal 
hormone administration, they illustrated transient increa es i n a erage 
erythrocyte res i s t ance and did not ppear to hav e n co pit t r 
insuffici ency . However , it is t hought by this invest i gator , tha 
their lower levels of r es i s t ance may i ndicat e a par t i al deficiency 
i n this respect, or the fai lure of t hese substances t o be r eleased 
as rapidly as in normal animal s . 
The likelihood that soae type of unbalance existed in the 
pituitary adreno-cortical mechanism of the carrier and dwarf animals 
was further magn.ified by the responae of the pe~igree cl ean group. 
Following the nonphysiological administration of ACm, the clean 
aniaals showed a aarked rise i n their average red cell resistance 
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and continued the increase throughout the ten hour period. By ten 
hours, they demonstrated a level of reaistance that vaa significantly 
higher than the mean value recorded during the control period at &ero 
hours. In the opinion of the author, these data ind.icate that the 
clean animals reacted to the induced atress by rapidly accelerating 
the secretion of pitu.itary and adrenal cortical hormones. It also i• 
believed that the constant riae in erythrocyte reaistance reflected 
the increaaed release of theae compound• and the general pattern of 
stress response. 
The Influence of Intravenoua !£!!!~Erythrocyte Resistance. 
Adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) was adminis t ered i nt r avenous ly to 
five pedigree clean, five known carriers and six dwarfs at t he rate 
of 0.5 of a unit of ACTH per pound of body ht. l d e were 
coll ected pr ior to nd c interv,tl.s aftl~r t h e ACTH injection. 
Erythrocyte resistance was naly& d by a o a l d ~ l coun af er 
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the cells were diluted with a 0.48 per c ent sodi um chlori de solution. 
The results obtained during this section of the ACTH study are shown 
graphically in Figure 10 and are smaarized in Table VI. 
The average control hour erythrocyte count vas determined for 
each genotype from blood samples collected prior to the nonphysiologi-
cal adainistration of ACTH. The value obtained at this time for each 
genotypic group was the lowest average control count recorded for the 
group during the entire study of erythrocyte resistance. 
At zero hours, the average number of erythrocytes per cubic 
millimeter of blood for the pedigree clean aniaals vas 1,802,000. 
From this level their mean count showed an increase of approximately 
one-half-fold, and reached a pe.ak of 2,494,000 cells per cubic milli-
meter at one-half hour. Within one hour after ACTH injection, the 
average total erythrocyte numbers had decreased slightly more than one-
fold over the previous peak. The fall in average nuaber of red cells 
continued over the next one hour period, and by tvo hours the mean 
count vas only 890,000 cells per cubic millimeter. This was the lowest 
level recorded for the clean animals during any phase of the research. 
Following this low, the average count fluctuated upward and reached a 
point at six hours that was approximately equal to the one-half hour 
peak . Figure 11 illustrates the difference between this value and the 
average erythrocyte counts obta.ined for the known carrier and dwarf 
groups a t t ha t time. The di ffer ence between t he average count s o f t he 
three genotype was significant at t he 5.0 pr cot l 1 . 
The fi nal blood sample wer colle tc:d from h p digr e clean 
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TABLE VI 
TI!E INPLUEHOE OP DrmAVBNOUS Aerni UPON RID BLOOP OELL RESISTANCE.• 
Pedt&ree Clean Jtnown Carriere Dwart■ 
1'lou■ and• or 
Red Cella 
Per Cl.lb1o 
MJlltaeter 
or Blood 
Coerrio 1ent 
or Variation 
1n Percent 
1'\ou■and• or 
Red Celle 
Per Cubic 
NllliJNter 
or Blood 
coerr1c1ent 
or Var1at1on 
1n Percent 
flx>uaand■ 
Red Cell■ 
Per CUblc 
Nllllaeter 
otBloog 
or coett101.i,t 
.s .. ple T1ae 
Control or1 0,0 Hour l , 8o2 . 00 
0 , 5 Hour ;a 2 , 494 , 00 
1,0 Hour 1, 282 . 50 
2 .0 Hours 89() . 00 
6.o Hours 1 2 ,422 . 00 
1io1..r t l. 1,:,3e .oo 
Ped 1p:re1; .; : • ~: (: = ~ ~ Knowr. Car:-l c r 
Dwa rfs (n : 
( r. • 
+3tandard 
_Oev1at1on 
'! l, 04e . 91 
! 1,359 , 6(; 
'!° 1, 003 . 91 
± 1, 329 . 09 
j-1, 707 . 37 
+ 7~9 , C") 
58 . 21 
54 . 52 
78 . 28 
149 , 34 
10 . 1,9 
56,73 
556 . 00 
602 . 00 
6 16 . 00 
440 . 00 
678 .00 
600 . 00 
~Standard 
_ De• 1a t1 on 
j"- 470 . 32 
! 581 . 79 
:!° 784 . 15 
-j- 354 , 511 
:!'" ~25 . 29 
:!" 471L) 8 
84 , 59 
96 .64 
127 , 30 
So .58 
Ti . 4t 
19 .c3 
393 . 33 
368 . 33 
6 11.67 
510.00 
11~ ( . V . 
398 .33 
~undard ot Variatloo 
_ DeTlallon 1n Percent 
!" 419 . 57 106 . 67 
j-- 210 . 59 76,46 
+ 606 . 48 99 , 15 
:r3s1.62 70 . 18 
!263.97 64 . 23 
't289.97 72 , 7 
• Erythrocyte roo1 stnno 
1 Difference between 
2 Difference bet ween 
mcacurod by <.111, ,1.1 r,1__ 'I.I.' r &d ce ll o wltt, 
. •1 " perc e r, t oodlu:n ch l or1 dt' 11o l u tlor •• 
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animals ten hours aft r t he hormone admini~tr tion . Their mean red 
cell count at that time showed a drop of about 1. 0 million cells under 
the six hour level a.nd equaled 1,338,000 cells per cubic millimeter. 
The knovn carrier and dwarf animals demonstrated very little 
response to the intravenous injection of ACTH. There was no change of 
any consequence in the average erythrocyte count of either group and 
their mean values remained low. 
The average count of the known carriers increased slightly at 
one-half and one hour, but d.ropped one-fold below the control level 
within two hours. From tvo to six hours the count increased gradually 
and reached a rather low peak of 678,000 cells per cubic millimeter at 
the end of this period. The average count showed a small drop at ten 
hours. 
The mean red cell count for the dwarfs remained practically 
unchanged for the first one-half hour. By one hour it increased to a 
level that approximated the value attained by the known carriers at 
that time. Thia was the maximum count for the dwarfs after intraven-
ous ACTH and was followed by a gradual decrease in the average eryth-
rocyte number at each remaining red cell count. 
The results indicated that the response to intravenous ACTH was 
not as marked as that which followed the subcutaneous and intraauscula 
injection of this hormone. The changes which occurred during the 
latter aspect of the ACTH study (ACTH I. V.) bowed a closer resem-
blance to the re ponse which t ook plac aft r the intr venous inj ectio 
of adrenalin (See Figure 5 and Pi gur 10 . 
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Each genotype showed an increase in average n ber o f ery t hro-
cytes per cubic millimeter of blood one-ha lf or one hour after the 
intravenous administration of ACTH. It is believed by the author that 
such a response was not due primarily to an increased red cell resist-
ance, but resulted essentially from splenic contraction, caused by the 
introduction of a foreign protein. The intensity of the reaction 
varied between the groups and a significant d_i fference was observed 
between the average cell counts of the three genotypes one-half hour 
after the hormone in j ection. 
The pedigree clean genotype showed a rather marked increase in 
erythrocyte resistance from two to six hours. In view of the fact 
that these animals were under stress from the nonphysiological hormone 
administration, such a rise indicated, in the opinion of the author, 
intense activity of the pituitary adreno-cortical mechanism, with the 
rapid release of ACTH and steroids from the adrenal cortex . 
The response of the carrier and dwarf groups was, at best, 
slight . This further indicated the inability of these animals to 
respond rapidly to stresses induced by the nonphysiological adminis -
tration of hormones . 
Although nonphysiological levels of ACTH were administered in 
both aspects of the study , it had a more pronounced effect upon the re~ 
cell resistance of al l genotyp es when i nj ected subcutaneously and 
intramuscularly. Thi s sugges t ed t ha t a slow r a te of hormone absorptio~ 
was more effec tive for incr easi ng r ed cell r esis tance and may be mor e 
valuable for obtaining an accur a t e · c t m:- e cf t he r e ponse due to the 
administration of asp cific ho one . Th omediate mportance of 
this difference lies in the fact that it points to the need for more 
research of this type. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY 
Preliminary investigations were made to determine the effects 
of stress upon erythrocyte resistance in pedigree clean, known car-
rier and dwarf beef cattle. Stress was induced in the animals by 
administrating various pituitary, adrenal and pancreatic hormones in 
nonphysiological dosages. In the opinion of the author, the response 
to stress was indicated by changes in the red cell resistance. 
A total of seventy-eight animals was examined in the study. Of 
these, there were twenty-three pedigree clean, twenty-seven known 
carriers and twenty-eight dwarfs. These animals represented the 
Hereford and Aberdeen-Angus breeds and were of both sexes. 
The investigation was divided into four phases. These were: 
Phase I: Initial Red Blood Cell Resistance. 
Phase II: Changes in Red Blood Cell Resistance after the 
Injection of Insulin. 
Phase III: The Influence of Adrenalin upon Red Blood 
Cell Resistance. 
Phase IV: Changes in Red Blood Cell Resistance after the 
Injection of Adrenocorticotrophic Hormone (ACTH). 
During each of the four phases the pedigree clean genotype 
demonstrated a much greater red cell resistance than either of the 
other two groups. Furthermore, at different times after the hormones 
were injected the clean animal sho1o•ed m r ed incr s s in their 
cellular stabi ity which was not evident in the carrier and dwarf 
animals . At various times during each phase significant differences 
were observed between the average erythrocyte counts of the three 
genetic groups. These differences were most pronounced in the work 
with ACTH, adrenalin and forty-eight hours after a single insulin 
injection. 
Research carried out with small laboratory animals as well as 
the results of this investigation, indicate that the low level of 
resistance shown by the carrier and dwarf animals may be due to one 
or more of the following factors: 
l. An insufficient amount of either pituitary or adrenal 
hormones, or both. 
2. The failure of the carrier and dwarf animals to release 
these substances as rapidly as normal animals. 
This preliminary investigation was not designed to develop 
into another test for carriers of the dwarf gene; however, the 
knowledge acquired in the study coupled with further research may 
result in such a test. 
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